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Summary 
 

 Advances in tissue engineering and cell-based therapies will require the 

development of a range of specific technologies. These include systems for the 

cultivation of primary cells in three dimensions (3D) to form artificial tissues, efficient 

gene transduction technologies, and human-compatible gene regulation systems for 

adjustable molecular interventions all of which should enable the rational reprogramming 

of mammalian cells to achieve desired cell phenotypes, functionality, and to optimize 

cellular productivity.  

 The aim of this thesis is to (i) study and modulate the (electro) physiological 

properties of artificial myocardial microtissues by BMP-2 regulation to control and to 

regenerate cardiac functionality, (ii) study, induce and characterize differentiation and 

transdifferentiation processes of adipose- and bone-microtissues by overexpression of 

BMP-2 and ΔFosB genes in order to treat bone-related diseases such as osteoporosis, and 

(iii) evaluate artificial microtissue productivity to optimize mammalian production 

processes. Finally, the purpose is also to automate artificial microtissue production in 

order to satisfy requirements for industrial scale applications. 

 Scaffold-free artificial microtissues represent an alternative to existing tissue 

engineering strategies for cell-based therapies and tissue regeneration, as well as for cell-

based biopharmaceutical applications. Within a research context, artificial microtissues 

could be used as a cell culture model to study/screen novel molecules/genes/proteins that 

are involved in different cellular processes (e.g. differentiation, proliferation, apoptosis, 

protein synthesis and secretion), while in a development context, artificial microtissues 

could be used as a tool to evaluate such target molecules/genes/proteins for their 

therapeutic action. Finally, once a therapeutic molecule/protein is identified, artificial 

microtissues may provide a more suitable or optimized environment for therapeutic 

protein production.  
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Sumario 

 
 Avances en ingeniería de tejidos y en terapias celulares requerirán el desarrollo de 

un nuevo abanico de tecnologías. Estas incluirán sistemas de cultivo de líneas primarias 

en tres dimensiones (3D) con el fin de construir tejidos artificiales, sistemas de 

transducción eficientes y sistemas de regulación genética compatibles en humanos para 

ajustar intervenciones moleculares. Todo ello permitirá reprogramar las células animales 

con el objetivo de obtener fenotipos deseados y de optimizar la productividad celular. 

 El objetivo de esta tesis es (i) estudiar y manipular las propiedades (electro) 

fisiológicas de los tejidos artificiales de miocardio mediante la regulación de BMP-2 para 

controlar y regenerar la funcionalidad cardiaca, (ii) estudiar, inducir y caracterizar los 

procesos de diferenciación y transdiferenciación de microtejidos adiposos y oseos 

mediante la sobre expresión de los genes BMP-2 y ΔFosB para tratar enfermedades 

relacionadas con el tejido oseo como la osteoporosis, y (iii) evaluar la productividad de 

los microtejidos artificiales para optimizar los procesos de producción con células 

animales. Por último, el objetivo es también automatizar la producción de microtejidos 

artificials para satisfacer las necesidades de la industria. 

 Microtejidos libres de scaffold no solo presentan una alternativa a la ingeniería de 

tejidos para terapias celulares y regeneración de tejidos, sino también tienen un gran 

potencial en estudios celulares para aplicaciones en la industria bio-farmacéutica. 

Mientras en el área de investigación, los microtejidos artificiales presentan un modelo 

para el estudio de nuevos genes y proteínas implicadas en diferentes procesos celulares 

(diferenciación, proliferación, apoptosis, síntesis de proteínas, etc.), en el area de 

desarrollo, los microtejidos artificiales representan una herramienta para el análisis de 

dichos genes y proteínas por su acción terapéutica. Finalmente, una vez la proteína 

terapéutica ha sido identificada, los microtejidos artificiales podrían proveer un ambiente 

más beneficioso para la producción de proteínas terapéuticas.  
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Engineering Artificial Microtissues 
 Tissue engineering is an interdisciplinary field that applies the principles of 

engineering and life sciences towards the development of biological substitutes that 

restore, maintain, or improve tissue function 1, 2.  

 

2D vs. 3D Cell Culture 

 In vitro cultivation of mammalian cells is predominantly carried out by growing 

cells on adhesive monolayer cell culture surfaces (i.e. in two-dimensions, 2D). However, 

the in situ environment of a cell in a living organism has a three-dimensional (3D) 

architecture. The cells not only adhere to each other, but are also embedded in an 

extracellular matrix (ECM) containing proteins such as collagens, integrins, laminin and 

fibronectin 3, which affect cell shape 4, polarity 5, tension 6, proliferation 7, differentiation 
8 and help communication between the cells 9 (Figure 1). Local disruption of the ECM by 

pharmacologic or genetic means results in selective programmed cell death (apoptosis) 

amongst adjacent cells 10, 11. Cell functionality depends on such cell shape, cell-cell 

communication, cell-ECM interactions and on a signal gradient. Critically, this molecular 

gradient plays a key role in biological differentiation, determination of cell fate, organ 

development and signal transduction. Such gradients cannot be replicated in two 

dimensions. As a tissue consists of living cells organized within this complex structural 

and functional framework of 3D ECMs, it is no surprise that cells grown in flat 

monolayers miss many biological subtleties 12, 13.  

 Cell communication and the cellular environment determine gene expression and 

cellular biological behavior starting in the earliest stages of embryonic development 14. 

For example, embryonic cells (non-malignant tissue) implanted into an unusual location 

transform to malignancy and to cancer, whereas implantation of the same cells into the 

correct location leads to normal embryogenesis.  
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Figure 1: Role of three-dimensional shape, tension, external factors and extracellular matrix (ECM) on 

migration, adhesion, differentiation, secretion, proliferation, polarization, homeostasis, protein synthesis 

and apoptosis. Adapted from 13. 

 
 Due to the inability of 2D cell culture technologies to produce tissue-like 

phenotypes, biologists are progressively turning to 3D cell culture technologies 12, 15. 

There are already many ongoing applications of 3D cell culture systems; in (i) tissue 

modeling or remodeling 16, 17, (ii) embryoid body characterization and studies of 

embryonic development 18, (iii) studies of cell-cell interactions, particularly with respect 

to drug resistance of multicellular tumors 11, 19, 20, (iv) gene/drug-function studies for cell-

based therapies and studies of cell phenotype and differentiation stages, (v) therapeutic 

orientated studies, particularly for cancer research (necrosis, drug resistance, 

angiogenesis, metastasis, and proliferation) 21-24. 
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3D Cell Culture Systems  

There are three principal tissue engineering strategies for treating diseased or 

injured tissues in patients. Implantation of: (i) biomaterials without additional cells which 

are used to convey biological signals to surrounding tissues to recruit cells and to 

promote inherent regeneration; (ii) cells together with a biomaterial scaffold that acts as a 

framework for developing tissues; and (iii) cells without any biomaterial which 

spontaneously form tissues.  

Scaffold-based 3D cell culture systems are currently the standard technology for 

(micro)tissue generation. The scaffold serve as a substrate on which cell populations can 

attach, migrate, proliferate, differentiate, and be used as a drug carrier and delivery 

device to induce specific cellular functions 25, 26. Critical variables in scaffold design and 

function includes the biomaterials themselves, including bulk materials, surface 

chemistry, mechanical properties, initial environment in the area of the scaffold, and late 

scaffold environment, which is often determined by degradation characteristics 27. A host 

of different materials have been used in tissue engineering applications: (i) synthetic 

organic materials (polymers, hydrogels), (ii) synthetic inorganic materials (such as 

hydroxyapatite, ceramics, metals), (iii) organic material of natural origin (such as 

collagen, alginates, matrigel), and (iv) inorganic materials of natural origin (such as 

coralline, hydroxyapatite) 28. However, such matrices contain biological information and 

elicit biological responses, which may differ from the response found in the natural 

microenvironment 29. Despite considerable advances 30, current approaches to engineer 

cell-surface interactions do not entirely mimic the complexity of signals through which 

surrounding tissue regulates cell behavior such as induction of angiogenesis 13.  

 Scaffold-free 3D cell culture systems are an alternative to the use of biomaterials 

and are based upon cell self-assembly. Self-assembly can be characterized as the 

autonomous organization of cells into structures without human intervention. Such 

processes are common throughout nature occurring for example during histogenesis and 

organogenesis, and relying upon cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions to enable the 

organisms and its developing parts to gradually acquire their final shape 31. As tissue 

engineers aim to not only create desirable organs but also to better understand of cell-cell 

and cell-matrix adhesion, cell self-aggregates represent ideal models for fulfilling these 
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requirements 32. Therefore, strategies employing natural reaggregation processes to 

assemble monodispersed cells in a tissue-mimicking manner represent a valuable 

extension of current scaffold-based initiatives. Scaffold-free reaggregation may occur 

following (i) cultivation in shake flasks, gyratory shakers, roller bottles or non-adhesive 

surfaces 33, 34 (ii) centrifugation-based compression 35, (iii) maintenance in cell culture 

inserts 36, or (iv) gravity-enforced assembly in hanging drops 37. 

 

Hanging-drop Technology  

 Originally pioneered for the production of embryoid bodies and blastocysts to 

study differentiation potential of stem cells 38, gravity-enforced assembly of microtissues 

in hanging drops has been found to be compatible with a variety of cell types 39. 

Importantly, hanging drop technology enables self-tissue organization resulting in 3D 

biological structures of a prescribed size without compromising intracellular crosstalk or 

creating biocompatibility-associated issues 37, 39. Hanging drop technology has been 

extensively used in areas such as cancer therapies due to the ability of multicellular tumor 

spheroids (MCTS) to reproduce tumor microenvironment more accurately than 2D 

cultures 11, 21, 22, 24, 40-42. The microenvironment of the tumor is deeply involved in cancer 

initiation, progression, and especially in chemotherapeutic sensitivity (multicellular 

resistance) 43. Microtissues formed in hanging drops have been also used for gene-

function analysis of differentiation phenomena and development 44 and for the designing 

of functional microlivers, microcartilage and microhearts 45, 46 (Figure 2). 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Gravity enforced self-assembly of microtissues in hanging drops. Droplets of a single cell 

suspension are placed onto a surface and cultivated upside down. After 1-4 days, depending on the cell 

type, cells form a cellular reaggregate. 
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Overall, gravity-enforced microtissue production has demonstrated its potential to 

(i) control tissue size in order to avoid oxygen and nutrients limitations of the in vitro 

culture 37, (ii) develop an ECM 47, (iii) maintain tissue-specific functionality 37, (iv) 

provide complex feeder structures for sensory neurons to differentiate 48 and for 

endothelial cells to vascularize 45, 49, (v) supports seamless integration of implants into 

host tissues 50 and (vi) offer tissue-like environments to improve drug/gene function 

correlations in current discovery programs 51, 52. 
 

Gene Transfer and Gene Regulation of Artificial Microtissues 
 The major goal of gene therapy is to introduce a functional gene into a target cell 

to restore protein production, which either does not occur or is deficient due to a genetic 

disorder or metabolic disease 53, 54. Over the past years a number of gene transfer vehicles 

have been developed, which include both nonvirus- and virus-based gene delivery 

systems 55-57. Viral delivery systems are based on recombinant viruses delivering genetic 

information to the host cells by utilizing the viral infection process.  

 

Lentiviruses  

 Lentiviruses are complex members of the Retroviridae family. The name is 

derived from lentus (slow) because of the prototypic slow progression of neurological 

diseases in sheep caused by the maedi visna virus. The most known lentivirus is the 

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Retroviruses are enveloped particles, 80 to 100 

nm in diameter, which contain linear single-stranded RNA with positive polarity 58. They 

infect target cells by fusion with cell membrane and convert viral RNA into a DNA 

intermediate through the viral-encoded reverse transcriptase enzyme and, through the 

integrase enzyme, they integrate this DNA molecule into the host genome where it 

resides as a provirus 59. Compared to other retroviruses, lentiviruses contain several 

accessory genes (tat, rev, nef, vpr, vif, and vpu), some of which are known to play a 

regulatory role (tat and rev) and some others to have important functions during the viral 

life cycle and viral pathogenesis (Figure 4) 60. However, the outstanding characteristic of 

lentiviruses are their ability to infect not only mitotic cells, but also non-dividing, 
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terminally differentiated cells 61, 62 because the preintegration complex can traverse the 

intact membrane of the nucleus in the target cell 63. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the wild-type HIV provirus. The virus genome contain the 5’ long 

terminal repeat [5’LTR, formed by the unique 3 prime (U3), a repeat (R) and the unique 5 prime (U5)], the 

primer-binding site (PBS), the extended packaging signal (ψ+) contained in the gag coding region (coding 

for the main structural proteins), the pro and pol coding regions (encoding the enzymes required for the 

viral lifecycle), the accessory genes vif, vpr, vpu and nef (which play important roles in the infectivity and 

pathogenesis of the virus), the env gene (coding for the envelope proteins), the regulatory genes tat and rev, 

the REV response element (RRE), the central polypurine track (PPT), and the 3’ long terminal repeat 

(3’LTR; like 5’LTR formed by U3, R and U5). 

 

 In general, the genome of viruses encodes genes and cis-acting elements. While 

the coding sequences contain the genetic information of the structural and regulatory 

proteins required for the life cycle of the virus (infection, virus entry, replication and 

propagation) the cis-acting elements are essential for the packaging of the viral genome 

and integration in the host genome. To generate replication-deficient viral vectors, all 

protein-encoding sequences are removed from the virus and replaced by a therapeutic 

gene (or gene of interest), leaving the cis-acting sequences intact 53, 64-66. The non-

replicative viral particles, containing the genetic information of the therapeutic gene, are 

produced by transfecting the producer cells with the viral vector together with other 

vectors that provide the viral proteins in trans. Many different viral vectors are currently 

available for gene therapy 53, 67.  
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Lentiviral Vectors 

 Lentiviral vector systems typically include the transfer vector, which contains the 

transgene cassette, flanked by cis-acting elements required for encapsidation, reverse 

transcription and integration. These include (i) 5’LTR and 3’LTR, (ii) a relevant part of 

the gag gene containing the packaging signal (ψ+), which is necessary for virus 

packaging, (iii) the env-derived sequences encompassing the Rev response element 

(RRE), allowing the transport of full length or singly spliced mRNA from the nucleus to 

the cytoplasm, and (iv) the polypurine tracts (cPPT and PPT) which support nuclear 

import of the proviral DNA in the transduced cell. The 3’LTR contains a large deletion in 

the U3 region (ΔU3) which results in transcriptional inactivation of LTR and reduces the 

risk of recombination with the wild-type virus 53, 68. These engineered vectors have been 

referred to as self-inactivating vectors (SIN) and have markedly increased the safety of 

lentivirus-derived vectors. In addition to the transfer plasmid the helper and the envelope 

plasmids supply all the trans-acting elements necessary for the information about 

structural proteins, enzymes, and the envelope protein (VSV-G) which are all required for 

the production of non-replicating lentiviral particles 66 (Figure 5). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Schematic representation of the HIV-derived lentiviral vectors. In the transfer plasmid viral LTR 

regions flank the promoter and the transgene. Packaging the viral RNA genome is ensured by the presence 

of the packaging signal (ψ+) comprised of the 5’ untranslated region of the 5’ sequence of the gag ORF. In 

addition the vector contains two additional cis-acting sequences, the RRE and the PPTs. The helper plasmid 

supplies the structural matrix and capsid proteins encoded in gag ORF and the integrase and the reverse 

transcriptase encoded in pro/pol ORF. Other accessory proteins are provided by the helper plasmid (tat, 
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rev, vif, vpr, vpu) and activate RNA transcription or increase viral tropism. Finally, the envelope plasmid 

encodes the vesicular stomatitis virus G protein (VSV-G), which pseudotyped the lentiviral particles. 

 

 Overall, lentiviral vectors integrate into the host genome and promote long-term 

transgene expression without eliciting a host immune response. Moreover lentiviral 

vectors can transduce non-dividing cells with high gene transfer efficiency and can be 

pseudotyped with different surface proteins, thus enlarging the virus tropism and the 

utilization of these viral vectors for gene therapy purposes 54, 64, 69, 70.  

 

Lentiviral Regulable Gene Delivery 

 Regulation systems allow the adjustable expression of heterologous genes in 

response to extracellular stimuli (temperature), small molecules (antibiotics, hormones, 

isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside [IPTG]) or metals (copper, cadmium) 71. A 

satisfactory artificial gene regulation system must fulfill the following criteria: (i) the 

system does not interfere with endogenous regulatory networks and it is activated 

exclusively by exogenous nontoxic drug (specificity), (ii) high inducibility, that is a low 

base line and a high induction ratio, (iii) bioavailability of the inducer agents in all cells 

and tissues of animals and humans, (iv) high reversibility, (v) low potential for eliciting 

host immune responses (immunogenicity), (vi) high modularity of the regulating 

components (flexibility), (vii) correlation between the response of the system and the 

concentration of the inducer (dose-dependence) 71. Regulated gene expression has 

influenced a wide variety of basic and applied biological research strategies. Therefore, 

lentiviral vectors engineered to regulate transgene expression 72-74 provide a powerful tool 

for tissue engineering, gene therapy, biopharmaceutical production and functional 

genomics strategies 75-81. Many mammalian gene regulation systems have been developed 

in order to increase the window of applications 82-84. 

 

Streptrogramin-Responsive Expression System (Pip System)  

 Bacterial antibiotic resistance regulons (collection of genes under control of the 

same antibiotic) represents an ideal source for mammalian gene regulation concepts. 

They show an extremely high binding affinity between the antibiotic and the 
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corresponding repressor and they are often compatible for human therapies since the 

inducer antibiotic is clinically licensed and has minimal to no side-effects within the dose 

responsive range.  

 Streptomyces have developed many resistance mechanisms to tolerate their own 

antibiotic products 85. S. pristinaespiralis was shown to contain a pristinamycin resistance 

determinant (ptr) whose expression is induced by the streptogramin pristinamycin I (PI). 

Like other streptogramins, pristinamycin is a mixture of two structurally dissimilar 

molecules, the streptogramin A component pristinamycin II (PII) and the streptogramin B 

component pristinamycin I (PI). The regulation of the ptr promoter (PPTR) requires a 

DNA sequence motif (GTACRSYGTAY), which forms the binding site for Pip 

(pristinamycin-induced protein). Pip was purified and its gene was cloned from 

S.coelicolor. PI was demonstrated to reverse biding of Pip to PPTR. The streptogramin-

repressible gene regulation system (PipOFF) is based on the PI-dependent transactivator 

(PIT: Pip fused to VP16, transactivator domain) which binds and activates PI-repressible 

promoter derivatives (PPIR) in the absence of PI, whereas in the presence, PIT binding is 

prevented and PPIR activity is repressed 86, 87 (Figure 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: The PipOFF System 83. 
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Acetaldehyde-Inducible Expression System (Air System) 

 The fungus A.nidulans harbors a specific regulon responsible for coordinating the 

utilization of ethanol as its sole carbon source. Alcohol is oxidized via acetaldehyde into 

acetate, which enters mainstream metabolism in its activated form, acetyl-CoA. In the 

presence of acetaldehyde, a Zn2Cys6-type AlcR transactivator bind to a specific operator 

module and induces transcription of its own cistron as well as those encoding the alcohol 

(alcA) and aldehyde dehydrogenases (aldA). The alcA promoter (PalcA) harbors seven 

AlcR-specific operators (OalcA) each of which interacts with AlcR at high affinity 88. 

 PAIR (acetaldehyde-adjustable promoter) was designed by placing an A.nidulans 

PalcA-derived heptameric operator module 5’ of a minimal version of the human 

cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter (PhCMVmin). AlcR activated PAIR in an 

acetaldehyde-inducible manner. Acetaldehyde enters into the gas phase and dissolves into 

the media and is a FDA-approved compound used as a food additive 72, 89. 

 

Applications of Artificial Microtissues 
 Strategies based on the assembly of single/monodispersed cells by natural 

reaggregation have already provided insight into cell-cell interactions, tissue function and 

regulatory networks. Gravity-mediated self-assembly by the hanging drop technique has 

been used for the aggregation of several cell types in which cell-specific phenotype and 

functionality has been maintained. This technology has subsequently been widely used to 

study the differentiation potential of stem cells and to model tumor behavior in vitro by 

providing a surrounding microenvironment capable of promoting tumor initiation and 

progression. Scaffold-free microtissues represent an alternative to existing tissue 

engineering strategies and they might have a strong potential in cell-based studies. 
 

In Physiological-based Studies 

 To this end, a cell embedded within a three-dimensional configuration more 

closely reproduces its in vivo physiology than when it is cultured by means of standard 

culture technologies (two-dimensional monolayer cultures) 12, 15.  
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(Electro)Physiological Studies 

 To date, electrophysiological studies have been performed by fundamentally two 

different techniques; (i) intracellular recordings, which impales a cell with a fine 

electrode, also called “patch-clamp” technique 90, 91 and (ii) extracellular recordings, in 

which the electrode is in tight contact with the cell/tissue 92-97. Although the “patch 

clamp” technique yields very accurate information on the electrophysiological properties 

of the cell, is an invasive method that reduces cell viability and limits the number of 

possible cell recordings. This can be circumvented by extracellular recordings, where the 

cells are cultured directly on to an array of transducers, typically known as 

microelectrode arrays (MEAs), thus recording ion flow across the membrane of a 

cell/tissue during excitation. Besides the detection of the origin of excitation, the 

direction and velocity of the excitation spread, the contractility rate can also be measured 
98, 99. MEAs have been recently shown to be able to characterize further properties of the 

extracellularly recorded field potential, such as action potential upstroke velocity and 

duration 100.  

 The standard model used to understand cardiac action potentials are ventricular 

cardiomyocytes. Cardiac myocyte excitability results from action potentials. When one 

cell is electrically stimulated, typically by an electric current from an adjacent cell, an 

increase in the cell permeability allow the Na+-gated channels to initiate a rapid opening 

producing a fast depolarization due the rapid entrance of Na+ ions. The next phase occurs 

immediately after the maximum peak of Na+ flow and is recognized as a partial 

repolarization of the membrane (Ito). The following phase, plateau phase, is unique to 

ventricular and purkinje fiber myocytes. An electrical plateau is generated due to the 

opening of Ca2+ channels (L-type calcium channels) allowing inward Ca2+ flow, and 

outward potassium flow through several types of potassium channels. Some Ca2+ ions 

originate from the extracellular fluid and others from the endoplasmatic reticulum. The 

total amount of current during the plateau phase of the cardiac action potential is small 

and can be maintained for 0.3 sec. Ca2+ ions subsequently bind to troponin, allowing the 

actin and myosin filaments to slide against each other, producing tension (strength of 

contraction). In the last phase the repolarization of the membrane is mediated by outward 

potassium currents, in which K+ channels allow dissipation of K+ ions down their 
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concentration. There are two main repolarizing potassium currents IKr and IKs involved in 

the final repolarization. Concurrently Na+ and Ca2+ channels start closing, re-establishing 

the resting/basal potential (-90mV) 101 (Figure 9).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Schematic representation of a cardiac action potential with voltage on the Inward sodium current 

(1Na) mediates the rapid depolarization phase. Transient outward potassium (K+) current (Ito) mediate rapid 

repolarization phase. The L-type inward calcium current contributes to the long plateau duration. Many 

outward K+ currents are responsible for repolarization of the cardiac action potential, including rapidly 

activating delayed rectifying IKr' slowly activating delayed rectifying IKs' and inward rectifying IK1. Thus the 

coordinated opening and closing of caridac ion channels is responsible for cardiac excitability. Adapted 

from 102. 

 

Artificial Myocardial Microtissues 

 Primary cardiomyocyte cultures from fetal, neonatal, or adult vertebrate hearts 

present a reliable source for pioneering cardiac tissue engineering. Even though 

cardiomyocytes maintained in monolayer cultures have enabled detailed insight for major 

structure and gene-function studies 103, they are less responsive to growth and 

differentiation factors compared to cardiomyocytes assembled into 3D cultures 104. 

Moreover, while the latest generation of biocompatible scaffolds combine shape-

supporting capacity with functional and bioactive properties 105, 106, some have been 
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associated with post implantation side-effects resulting from toxic degradation products, 

inflammatory reaction, and poor resorption 107. In contrast, myocardial microtissues 

produced in hanging drops show (i) inter-microtissue superstructures, (ii) retention of 

cardiomyocyte-specific cell qualities, (iii) ECM development, (iv) high-lentiviral 

transduction rates, and (v) strong potential for regenerative medicine, with the successful 

integration of myocardial microtissues implanted into the pericardial cavity of adult rats 

maintaining cardiomyocyte specific phenotype 46, 50. However, myocardial microtissue 

functionality hasn’t been yet evaluated. In order to study cardiac electrophysiology we 

tested the BMP-2 gene, known to be related in cardiac functionality.  
 

BMP Signaling Pathway (BMP-2) 

 Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are members of the transforming growth 

factor-β (TGF-β) superfamily. The BMP signaling pathway, like the TGF-β signaling 

pathway, modifies target gene transcription by receptor-mediated intracellular signaling 
108. There are two types of BMP receptors; type I (BMPR1A and BMPR1B) and type II 

(BMPR2). In the common BMP pathway, type I BMP receptors activate SMAD1/5/8 by 

phosphorylation 109. A dimer of phosphorylated R-SMADs then forms a complex with 

SMAD4. This heterodimic complex translocates into the nucleus and binds to 

transcription factors regulating the expression of target genes 110, 111. In the uncommon 

BMP pathway, activated BMP receptors interact with a X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis 

(XIAP), which activates the MAPK (mitogen activated protein kinase) pathway. XIAP 

links the BMP receptor signal to TAK1, and TAK1 binding proteins (TAB1/2/3) can 

trigger Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) and NF-kB. In the common BMP pathway, SMAD 

function can be inhibited through blocking its translocation to the nucleus by Erk, in 

response to GF/CK signaling through Ras/Raf/Mek (Figure 7).  
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Figure 7. The BMP signaling transduction pathway. Adapted from 108. 

 

 BMPs were originally identified as growth and differentiation factors for the 

skeletal development but are now considered multifunctional cytokines, which play 

important roles in the development of many organs, including lung, kidney, gut, skin, 

teeth, and heart 112. BMP-2, a member of this family of proteins, is expressed during 

mouse embryonic heart development 113. It also directs the development of neural crest 

cells into neuronal phenotypes 114 and is able to induce de novo formation of bone at no 

bony sites in adult animal 115. Preclinical and clinical studies have shown that BMP-2 can 

be applied in various therapeutic interventions such as bone defects, non-union fractures, 

spinal fusion, osteoporosis and root canal surgery 116. In addition, BMP-2 has been 

recently associated with cardiac functionality via MEF-2A (myocyte enhancer factor 2A) 

through the PI3K (Phosphatidylinositol 3-Kinase) pathway 117, suggesting BMP-2/MEF-

2A pathway as an alternative for the heart failure treatment (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8: Scheme of BMP-2-induced MEF-2A-dependent BMP-2 expression and cardiac differentiation. 

BMP-2 stimulates BMP-specific Smads to regulate cardiac differentiation. BMP-2 increases PI 3-kinase 

activity, which regulates MEF-2A-dependent transcription of BMP-2 suggesting a plausible mechanism of 

autoregulation of BMP-2 expression. Also, increased MEF-2A expression regulates MHC expression, a 

marker for cardiac differentiation. The dotted red arrow indicates a plausible interaction between BMP-

specific Smad and MEF-2A (yet to be identified). MEF-2A is suggested to control cardiac contractility. 

Adapted from Ghosh-Choudhury et.al 118.  

 

In Differentiation- and Transdifferentiation-based Studies 

 Differentiation processes are determined by cellular environment via cell-to-cell, 

cell-to-cellular matrix, and ECM interactions. Critically, this matrix is reduced and 

modified when cells are cultivated in conventional two-dimensional cultures 12, 15.  

 

Mesenchymal Stem Cells Differentiation and Transdifferentiation  

 Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) differentiate and transdifferentiate in response 

to changes in the microenvironment and to signals in the ECM 119. Mesenchymal stem 

cells (MSCs) are multipotent stem cells that can differentiate into myocytes, adipocytes, 

condrocytes, or osteoblasts 120 (Figure 10). Differentiated cells (adult cells) are those that 

express the phenotypic properties characteristic of the functionally mature cell in vivo and 

beyond which the cell cannot progress. Such cells can change their phenotypes into 

another differentiated cell type, in a process named transdifferentiation. 

Transdifferentiation belongs to a wider class of cell type conversions referred to as 

PI 3 kinase 

BMP-2 

Smad 1/5 

Cardiac differentiation 

MEF-2A 

Cardiac contractility 
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‘metaplasias’ 121. There is still controversy about whether transdifferentiation processes 

are a direct switch from an already differentiated cell to another differentiated cell or if 

dedifferentiation takes also place 122.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Overview of the mesenchymal stem cell differentiation. Adapted from 123. 

 

 However, mesenchymal-derived differentiated cells have been shown to directly 

transdifferentiate from myoblasts to adipocytes 124, 125 and from osteoblast to adipocytes 
126. Adipocytes and osteoblasts represent two morphologically and functionally distinct 

cell types. While adipose tissue is a soft tissue able of storing large amounts of fat, which 

serve as an energy reserve, bone tissue is a stiff tissue formed by a mineralized ECM, 

which serves as a tissue support. Adipocyte differentiates from preadipocyte in a process 

named adipogenesis. Adipogenesis is regulated by an elaborate network of transcription 

factors. The two principal adipogenic factors are PPARγ and C/EBPα 127, 128 (Figure 11).  
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Figure 11: Adipogenesis. Exposure of preadipocytes to a cocktail of adipogenic inducers comprised of 

insulin, glucocorticoids, agents that elevate cAMP (isobutylmethylxanthine), and fetal bovine serum 

activates expression of several transcription factors that converge on PPARγ. PPARγ then induces C/EBPα 

expression, and together, these factors oversee terminal adipogenesis. Adapted from 127. 

 

 On the other hand, osteoblasts differ from their precursors fibroblasts (pre-

osteoblasts) through a process named osteogenesis, in which the expression of the 

Cbfa1/Runx2 transcription factor is essential. Cbfa1/Runx2 regulates the expression of all 

known marker genes expressed during osteogenesis, such as osteocalcin, and is required 

for bone ECM production 123, 129, 130. The primary function of osteoblasts is to synthesize 

and secrete ECM which results in the deposition of new bone (Figure 12).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12: Osteogenesis. Some of the known molecules affecting the differentiation of pre-osteoblasts into 

osteoblasts as well as some of the inhibitory proteins such as Hoxa2 and Leptin. Adapted from 130. 
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3D Cell Culture Systems of Adipose Tissue 

 Adipose tissue has recently become a focus area for tissue engineering, 

encouraged by the large number of reconstructive, cosmetic and correctional indications 

that could be addressed with clinically translatable adipose tissue engineering strategies 
131. Adipose tissue is the largest tissue in the body which is often carried in excess and 

can therefore be harvested without creating contour deformities. Until now, 3D scaffolds 

have been predominantly used to replace adipose volume but not function 132, but 

complete adipose tissue engineering meant to restore both volume and function 133. 3D 

scaffolds systems have been demonstrated to direct cell differentiation and organization 

into multicellular communities that approximate the in vivo architecture and function, in 

particular the specific secretory functions of adiopocytes 1. Therefore, 3D cell cultures 

systems of adipose tissue are a promising tool to study/understand the cellular and the 

molecular basis of adipocyte differentiation and metabolism in physiological and 

pathological states in order to prevent and to treat obesity and its complications 134, 135.  

 

3D Cell Culture Systems of Bone Tissue 

 Bone tissue repair is one of the major concerns of regenerative medicine. The 

current need for tissue replacements has necessitated the development of a new science 

termed 'bone tissue engineering'. Bone development requires the concentrated action of 

several microenvironmental signals such as cytoquines/growth factors, ECM molecules 

and cell/cell interactions 136. During osteogenesis, cells differentiate into pre-osteoblasts 

and then undergo cellular condensation, a process that precedes osteoblast differentiation 

and matrix mineralization 137, 138. Cellular condensation is mimicked in high-density 

cultures, such as scaffold-free reaggregation where up-regulation of the ECM 

components and ECM mineralization takes place 34. 3D porous scaffolds formulated 

from biocompatible and osteoconductive materials that are not immunoreative are 

intended to mimic the native in vivo microenvironment. This demands construction of 

bioactive scaffolds that are also capable of supporting vascularization as well as cell 

proliferation and osteogenic differentiation. 3D cell cultures for bone regeneration 

provide a surgical tool for bone tissue engineering directed to enhance bone repair and 

wounding for orthopedic and cranio-maxillofacial clinical applications 139. 
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Transdifferentiation of adipose tissue to bone tissue  

 Obesity (fat tissue disease) and osteoporosis (bone tissue disease), two disorders 

of body composition, share several features including a genetic predisposition as well as a 

hormonal or environmental disorder. Bone remodeling is centrally regulated through the 

hypothalamus and sympathetic nervous system, a pathway that also regulates the 

metabolic fate and distribution of adipose tissue. With aging, the composition of bone 

marrow shifts to favor the presence of adipocytes with a corresponding decline in 

osteoblast function, resulting in osteoporosis. The relationship between bone and fat 

formation within the bone marrow microenvironment is suggested to be one of the causes 

of osteoporosis, and is accordingly an active area of investigation 140, 141. 

Transdifferentiation provides an alternative method for osteoporosis and cell based-

therapies in order to replace sick or damaged cells or tissue using patient’s own cells 119, 

142. In order to induce transdifferention from adipse tissue to bone tissue we evaluate the 

effect of BMP-2 (see above) and ΔFosB.  

 

AP-1 Transcription Factors Family (ΔFosB) 

 The AP-1 (activator protein 1) family of transcription factors consist of dimeric 

complexes of Fos (c-Fos, FosB, ΔFosB, Fra-1 and Fra-2) and Jun-related (cJun, JunB and 

JunD) proteins 143. Some members of the ATF and CREB families of proteins are also 

part of the AP-1 complexes 144. These are basic leucine zipper proteins that modulate the 

transcription of a variety of genes through interactions with specific sequences on the 

target gene promoters. Members of the AP-1 family participate in a large variety of 

biological processes including cell differentiation, proliferation, apoptosis and oncogenic 

transformation 145.  

 AP-1 components, mainly members of the Fos family, are involved in the 

regulation of bone cell proliferation and differentiation, and the promoters of several 

genes related to bone formation contain AP-1 consensus sequences. In addition several 

regulators of bone formation (TGF-β, parathyroid hormone and 1,25-dihydroxy vitamin 

D) induce AP-1 expression 146, 147. The various components of the AP-1 complex are 

differentially expressed during osteoblast maturation in vitro 148. During osteoblast 

proliferation, the levels of all Fos and Jun proteins are high. Subsequently, during the 
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period of ECM production and mineralization, their levels decrease, and Fra-2 and JunD 

become the principal components of the AP-1 complex in fully differentiated osteoblasts.  

 Fra-1 overexpression results in increased bone formation and osteosclerosis 

developement of the entire skeleton 149. However, Fra-1 deficient mice display no skeletal 

abnormalities. Furthermore mice overexpressing c-Fos develop osteosarcomas 150, 

whereas c-fos knockout mice lack osteoclasts and develop osteopetrosis 151, 152. In 

contrast no bone abnormalities have been described in fosB knockout mice, or in mice 

where FosB 153, Fra-2, c-Jun or JunB alone were overexpressed 147. Transgenic mice 

expressing ΔFosB show not only an osteosclerotic phenotype in osteoblasts, but also a 

pronounced decrease in adipogenesis by altering the DNA-binding of C/EBPβ 154, 155.  

 ΔFosB is a C-terminally truncated splice variant of FosB that lacks the proline-

rich transactivation domain but has maintained the ability to bind DNA and 

heterodimerize with other AP-1 factors 156-158. It can be induced in a region-specific 

manner in the brain in response to several types of chronic perturbation, including drug 

abuse, antipsychotic drugs, antidepressant drugs, seizures and lesions 159. Transgenic 

expression of ΔFosB, widely expressed in many tissues in addition to bone, stimulates 

bone formation and increases bone mass in mice, but it is not known how this protein, 

which lacks a transactivation domain, increases bone formation 123. 

 

In Productivity-based Studies 
 Three-dimensional (3D) cell cultures differ form the two-dimensional (2D) ones 

not only in specific tissue functionality, but also in their metabolic activity. In contrast to 

2D cell cultures, cells assembled within microtissues typically showed lower proliferation 

rates 24. Proliferation-controlled cell cultures showed to increase cell specific productivity 
75, suggesting that cells growing in a three-dimensional system could optimize the 

performance of production cell lines. 

 

Heterelogous Protein Production  

 Biopharmaceutical manufacturing is the science of producing large amounts of 

high-quality recombinant protein pharmaceuticals 160. During recent years, 

biopharmaceutical products manufactured by processes that use mammalian cell cultures 
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have gained increasing importance 161. The basis of production processes with 

mammalian cells was commended in 1949 by Enders who infected cultured HeLa cells 

with poliomyelitis virus to create a vaccine 162. In the late 1970’s, Kholer and Millstein’s 

work using fused lymphocyte-myeloma mouse cell line was another milestone in the 

development of animal cell culture 163. Besides the production of antibodies and vaccines, 

the 1980’s saw significant advances in genetic engineering leading to mammalian cell 

culture processes in which major pharmaceutical recombinant proteins were produced at 

large scale, including tissue plasminogen activator (tPA, Activase; produced for the first 

time in CHO cells in 1987 by Genentech), erythropoietin (EPO; produced for the first 

time in a mammalian cell line in 1989 by Amgen) and Factor VIII (produced for the first 

time in a mammalian cell line in 1992 by Baxter Healthcare/Genetics Institute). 

 Improving cell productivity in bioprocesses has long a major effort within the 

biotechnological industry to reduce costs of manufacturing and increase product quality 
164. High cell density is particularly desirable as product concentration is directly 

proportional to viable cell concentration over the time. For maximizing product 

concentration it is necessary to use cell lines with the ability to proliferate indefinitely to 

maintain the cells in their productive stage by supplying them with the essential nutrients. 

However, an uncontrolled proliferation of the cells in a batch mode results in nutrient and 

oxygen depletion, accumulation of lactate, ammonia and other toxic subproducts, which 

can lead to the deterioration of the target product. It is therefore useful to maintain cells 

in a static productive state. Also the development of defined medium (serum-free media) 

for mammalian cell culture has been relevant for the quality and biosafety of the desired 

product.  

 Different strategies for increasing specific productivity of mammalian production 

cell lines have been performed. Increased productivity by reducing specific growth rates 

was observed for the first time in hybridoma cells 165, 166. Jenkin’s and coworkers 

demonstrated that the high requirements for nucleotides and protein during DNA 

synthesis and mitosis might limit availability of substrates for recombinant RNA and 

protein synthesis. Their statement is based on Miller’s kinetic analysis, which 

demonstrated that cells with small specific growth rate spend proportionally less time in 

mitosis. Several approaches, such as low temperature cultivation, chemicals addition and 
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genetic engineered cells, have achieved a G1 phase arrest during the cultivation period to 

improve cell productivity 75, 167-172. This correlation is supported with in nature whereby 

many cells of a mature mammal display no further growth after terminal differentiation 

yet continue to produce and often secret proteins during the lifetime of the organism.  

 The productivity of recombinant mammalian cell lines is often limited by the 

rapidity with which cells entry into the decline phase (apoptosis), the period of culture 

after maximum cell density is reached, and where cell viability starts to decrease. 

Heterologous protein production by itself is a stimulus of apoptosis. Therefore obviation 

of apoptosis is essential to prolong the production phase but also important during the 

adaptation to serum-free media conditions 173. Apoptosis is triggered by several stimuli, 

such as serum deprivation, nutrient limitation, oxygen limitation and mechanical stress 
174. Indeed, spatial organization of the cells within a tissue and factors associated with the 

tissue microenvironment are implicated in programmed cell death in lower organisms 175.  

 

Viability of Artificial Microtissues (vascularization) 

 Cells within the microtissue suffer nutrient and oxygen limitation. Endothelial 

cells are the central organizational unit of the vascular structure 176, which is responsible 

of supplying oxygen and nutrients to the tissues.  

 Monodispersed human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC), co-cultured 

onto microtissue forming human primary fibroblasts produced in hanging drops, show 

high angiogenic potential 49. By controlling microtissue size, and without administration 

of any growth factor, 6-day old HUVEC coated human aortic fibroblast (HAF) 

microtissues establish a dense microvessel network (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3: Endothelial-mediated vascularization of microtissues formed in hanging drops. (A) Single cell 

suspension is aliquoted into 60-well plates and cultivated upside down. After 2-6 days, depending on the 

cell type and the media composition, cells form a cellular aggregate (microtissues). (B) Generation of a 

multilayer microtissues by adding a second cell type into the hanging drop. (C) The added cells from an 

addition cell layer around the feeder spheroid. (D) Development of a capillary network through the 

microtissues after 6 days of co-cultivation. 

 
 Size-controlled microtissues exhibit size-dependent expression of vascular 

endothelial growth factor (VEGF), which indicated the oxygen levels within the 

microtissue. Capillary-like filled microtissues reduce VEGF expression thus increasing 

oxygenation within the tissue and demonstrating functional angiogenesis 49. Moreover, 

macrotissues, assembled from HUVEC-coated fibroblasts microtissues, develope a 

vascular system, which functionally connects to the chicken embryo’s vasculature after 

implantation. This collectively demonstrates that scaffold-free vascularized microtissues 

could be used for the scale-up and production of artificial tissue implants for future tissue 

engineering strategies 45, 50. Moreover, vascularized microtissues optimized the 

microtissue yield representing an advantage in further biotechnological applications. 
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Chapter 1- Physiology of Artificial Microtissues  

Electrical properties such as action potential amplitude, upstroke duration, signal 

propagation velocity, contraction frequency, and thus the contraction rhythm of 

cardiomyocytes and myocardial microtissues were characterized and detailed on CMOS-

based high-density microelectrode arrays (HD-MEAs). Using gene delivery and gene 

regulation systems, cardiac electrophysiology was precisely controlled by genetic 

regulation of BMP-2 in cardiomyocytes cultured on HD-MEA. This enable the 

development of a model to perform electrophysiological studies of gene related electrical 

pathologies in real time. It also demonstrated that BMP-2 is involved in the restoration of 

cardiac electrical activity and rhythm, suggesting that it could be used as a therapeutic 

molecule for heart failure. Importantly, myocardial microtissues transgenic for BMP-2 

that were transplanted onto a cardiomyocyte monolayer were capable of acting as a 

pacemaker-like device by controlling the contractility rate and strength of the whole 

cardiomyocyte layer.  

 

Chapter 2- (Trans) Differentiation Capacity of Artificial Microtissues 

Pre-adipocyte forming microtissues were differentiated into adipose-like microtissues, 

creating a model system to study adipose differentiation, adipose physiology and its 

related pathologies. Adipose-like microtissues more closely reproduced the in vivo 

architecture of adipose tissue compared to adipocytes cultured on 2D standard plates, 

particularly with respect to the formation of multilocular and unilocular lipid droplets. 

Adipose-like microtissues genetically engineered for ΔFosB overexpression “partially” 

de-differentiate into a Pref-1-expressing state while retaining adipocyte-specific Nile red 

staining and subsequently adopting a bone-like extracellular matrix, characterized by a 

hybrid tissue state where the three phenotypes were present. Such hybrid cell state has 

never been reported suggesting ΔFosB-transduced adipocytes forming microtissues do 

not need to completely de-differentiate into the precursor cell in order to 

transdifferentiate into bone-like cells. ΔFosB accelerated the transdifferentiation process 

by inhibiting adipogenesis and inducing osteogenesis. After one week of osteogenic 

induction, ΔFosB-transduced adipose-like microtissues decreased the number of lipid 

droplets, increased the tissue calcium concentration, up-regulated Cbfa1 and osteocalcin 
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genes, and enhanced osteocalcin protein expression. Transdifferentiated osteo-like 

microtissues showed higher collagen type I, hardness of tissue as evidenced by an 

increased number of bone nodules and initiation of ECM mineralization. It was also 

demonstrated that hanging drop technology is a suitable technology for osteoblasts 

cultivation and maturation as osteoblast-forming microtissues developed a bone-like 

ECM. 

 

Chapter 3- Productivity of Artificial Microtissues 

Three different cell-packing models were engineered and evaluated in order to 

estimate cell number per layer of artificial microtissues. Histological microtissue sections 

showed highly packed cells suggesting a Rhomododecahedron geometry as the closest 

model to calculate cell number per layer. This model was applied to estimate and 

compare protein productivity of cells cultured in monolayer and in microtissue. Higher 

heterologous protein productivity and reduced glucose consumption of cells embedded in 

a three-dimensional (3D) environment was demonstrated. Packaging cells (HEK-293T) 

forming microtissues also produced a higher number of viral particles, suggesting that 3D 

cultures could be used in the future for viral production. Moreover, cells-forming 

microtissues survived following serum removal and still maintained high productivity 

rates, both of which are advantageous for downstream protein purification strategies.  
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Abstract  
 Since cardiomyocytes lose their ability to divide after birth, any subsequent cell 

loss or dysfunction results in pathologic cardiac rhythm initiation or impulse conduction. 

Strategies to restore and control the electrophysiological activity of the heart may, 

therefore, have a great impact upon the regeneration of cardiac tissue functionality. Using 

lentivirus-derived particles to regulate the bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2) gene 

expression in a pristinamycin- or gaseous acetaldehyde-inducible manner, we 

demonstrated the adjustment of cardiomyocyte electrophysiological characteristics. 

CMOS-based high-density microelectrode arrays (HD-MEAs) were used to monitor the 

electrophysiological activity of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes (NRCs) cultured either as 

monolayers (NRCml) or as microtissues (NRCmt). Compared to NRCml, NRCmt more 

closely resembled heart tissue physiology and could be conveniently monitored using 

HD-MEAs due to their ability to detect low-signal events and to sub-select the region of 

interest; namely, areas where the microtissues were placed. Significantly, cardiomyocyte-

forming microtissues, transduced with lentiviral vectors encoding BMP-2, were capable 

of restoring myocardial microtissue electrical activity. We also engineered NRCmt to 

functionally couple within a cardiomyocyte monolayer thus showing pacemaker-like 

activity upon local regulation of transgenic BMP-2 expression. The controlled expression 

of therapeutic transgenes represents a crucial advance for clinical interventions and gene-

function analysis. 

 

Introduction 
 Cardiomyocytes are responsible for heart contractions and are the dominant cell 

type in the normal heart with respect to volume. Irregularities in the heartbeat, due to 

cardiac electrical dysfunction, are one of the most frequent causes of mortality and 

morbidity in todays industrialized society 1. An increasing number of cardiac electrical 

diseases have been related to dysfunctional ion channels, such as the long QT syndrome, 

and to defects in contractile proteins, structural proteins, or signaling molecules 2, 3. These 

ion channelopathies or cardiac excitation-coupling disorders lead to cardiac arrhythmias 

and other cardiomyopathies 4, 5. There is, accordingly, a compelling need to move clinical 
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studies toward cardiac regenerative strategies aimed at improving cardiac functionality 6-

9. This will require more complex in vitro models that enable the study and assessment of 

how potent therapeutic genes, related to heart functionality, impact cardiac 

electrophysiological irregularities 10. 

 Cardiomyocytes isolated from a neonatal heart adapt readily to culture plates and 

maintain an intact myofibrillar apparatus, as demonstrated by their beating 11. Neonatal 

cardiomyocytes have therefore emerged as the preferred cell type because of their 

inherent structural, electrophysiological and contractile properties 12, which make them 

suitable for the study of contractile activities 13-15. Despite global initiatives to foster 

advances in cardiomyocyte-related therapies, this cell type has turned out to be refractory 

to gene transfer technologies, particularly with regard to its terminally differentiated adult 

phenotype 16. Based on the ability of pseudotyped lentiviral vectors to transduce a wide 

variety of cell types and tissues, including quiescent cells, transgenic lentiviral particles 

have become an attractive gene-transfer tool for cardiac cells 17-19. Moreover, lentiviral 

vectors have been recently engineered to regulate transgene expression 20-22, thus 

providing a powerful tool for (i) functional genomic research 23, (ii) production of 

transgenes in animal models of human diseases 24, (iii) in vivo or ex vivo titration of 

pharmaceutical proteins within a therapeutic range 25-27, and (iv) rational reprogramming 

of the proliferation, differentiation, or apoptosis pathways to engineer specific cell/tissue 

phenotypes 20, 28-32. Capitalizing on the potential of inducible viral transgene expression 33 

and on recent advances in novel regulation systems 34, we selected two lentivirus-based 

gene-regulation systems to genetically manipulate neonatal cardiomyocytes: a 

streptogramin-responsive expression system 20, 35, in which addition of pristinamycin I 

switches off transgene expression (OFF system), and a gas-inducible expression system, 

in which the presence of administered gaseous acetaldehyde switches on transgene 

expression (ON system) 21, 36. 

Controlling physiological changes in cell behavior at the single-cell level remains 

a major challenge. To this end, a cell embedded within a three-dimensional 

configuration/extracellular matrix (ECM) more closely reproduces its in vivo physiology 

than standard culture technologies (two-dimensional monolayer cultures) 37, 38. Therefore, 

it was sought to validate gene transfer and its impact on myocardial microtissue 
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electrophysiology by using microtissues (NRCmt) in addition to conventional monolayer 

cultures (NRCml). To evaluate electrophysiological changes we made use of CMOS 

(complementary metal oxide semiconductor)-based high-density microelectrode arrays 

(HD-MEAs) 39-41, which provide a reconfigurable routing for an almost unrestricted set of 

126 electrodes to record electrical changes of multicellular cardiac myocytes in real time. 

 In order to modulate cardiac electrogenic properties we selected the bone 

morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2) gene, which was originally identified as a molecule 

that induces bone and cartilage formation 42 but is today considered a multifunctional 

cytokine 43. It was previously reported to induce myocyte shortening 44, and more 

recently suggested to control cardiac ventricular contractility upstream of MEF2A 

(myocyte-specific enhancer factor 2A) 45 via PI3K (phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase) 46, 47. 

BMP-2 appears to operate at several temporal points. First, during embryogenesis and 

differentiation, it was shown that BMP-2 is essential for proper heart tissue formation 48-

50. Secondly, in the adult state, BMP-2 is involved in cardiac functionality 45 as well as in 

promoting cardiomyocyte survival 51, 52. For these reasons expression control and a 

precise fine-tuning of BMP-2 expression could be a potential therapy to alleviate 

complications in cardiac development and dysfunctional contractility at different 

developmental stages of the heart. 

 To date, proof of electrophysiological control of cells through heterologous 

synthetic regulation systems is lacking. The model system described here may be useful 

for both basic and applied biological research of electrically active cells. In this case, 

modulation of cardiac electrogenic activity by regulated BMP-2 expression is 

demonstrated, which might represent an important therapeutic avenue in the future 

treatment of heart failure.  

 

Material and methods 
CMOS-based high-density microelectrode array (HD-MEA). The HD-MEA 

consists of 11,016 metal electrodes and 126 channels (Fig. 1A), each of which contains 

recording and stimulation electronics for bidirectional communication with electrogenic 

cells, as described by Frey et al 53. Each HD-MEA-based device exhibits a total array 

area of 1.75x1.97 mm2 and electrode openings of 8.2x5.8 µm2 (Fig. 1B). The array was 
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fabricated in an industrial 0.6 µm CMOS-process that features three metal layers. The 

electrodes were fabricated in a two-mask post-processing step; Ti:W, as an adhesion 

promoter (20 nm), and platinum (200 nm), as the electrode material, were sputtered onto 

a wafer and patterned using a lift-off process. Then, a passivation layer stack, 1.6-µm 

thick, consisting of alternating SiO2 and Si3N4 layers (1 µm of Si3N4 followed by two 

100 nm SiO2 / 200 nm Si3N4) was deposited by means of plasma-enhanced chemical 

vapor deposition (PECVD) to protect the array against corrosion. A glass ring was 

subsequently mounted and the bond wires encapsulated with epoxy resin (EPOTEK 

302-3M). A platinum wire, which represents the counter/reference electrode, was inserted 

into the culture medium. The recorded cell signals, simultaneously obtained from up to 

126 selected electrodes, were first high-pass filtered (0.3 Hz cut off) to remove large DC 

offsets and fluctuations of the electrode-solution interface; then amplified by a 

programmable-gain (amplification from 1 to 10,000 in 18 steps), low-pass filter (first to 

15 kHz and then to 4 kHz); and digitized using an 8-bit AD converter with 20 

KSamples/s per channel (Fig. 1B). All recordings were performed at 37°C for 20 

seconds.  
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Figure 1. Neonatal rat cardiomyocytes (NRCs) cultured as monolayers (NRCml) on HD-MEAs. (A) 

Packaged HD-MEA device. (B) Overall HD-MEA micrograph. (C-D) NRCml cultured for a total of 10 

days on the HD-MEA. Morphology of NRCml and electrical coupling were visualized by 

immunohistologic staining specific for sarcomeric α-actinin (red), 4’-6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) 

(blue) and connexin 43 (green, arrows). Intercalated disks are also shown (arrow head). Scale bar 30 µm. 
 

Isolation of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes and culture on HD-MEAs. Neonatal 

rat cardiomyocytes (NRCs) from both the left and the right ventricles were isolated from 

newborn rat hearts (Wistar rats; Elevage Janvier, Le Genest Saint Isle, France) by 

digestion with collagenase (Worthington Biochemical Corp., Freehold, NJ, USA) and 

pancreatin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), followed by density gradient purification 

according to the protocol of Auerbach et al 54. One thousand NRCs were seeded in 1-ml 

plating media (67% Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium [DMEM; Invitrogen], 17% 

M199 EBS [AMIMED, Allschwil, Switzerland], 10% horse serum [Cat. No. 16050-122, 

Lot. No. 336379, Invitrogen], 5% fetal bovine serum [FBS; Cat. No. 3302-P251110, Lot 

No. P251110, PAN biotech GmbH, Aidenbach, Germany], and 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin solution [Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA]), and then placed onto a 

HD-MEA that had been previously incubated with 20 µg/ml laminin (Sigma) for 2 hours 

at 37°C. HD-MEA containing cells were cultivated at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere 

containing 5% CO2 for up to 10 days. Four hundred thousand freshly isolated 

cardiomyocytes, seeded in plating media and cultured on tissue culture plates (35 × 10 

mm) previously coated with collagen (Sigma) were used as culture controls. 

Design, production and transduction of lentiviral particles. pCD10 (5’LTR-

ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PPIR8-BMP-2-HAtag-3’LTRΔU3) was constructed by EcoRI/MluI 

excision of human BMP-2HAtag from pBP253 30 followed by cloning into identically 

digested pBM94 20 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PPIR8-EYFP-3’LTRΔU3). pCD20 

(5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PAIR-BMP-2-HAtag-3’LTRΔU3) was constructed by 

EcoRI/PmeI excision of human BMP-2HAtag from pBP253 30 followed by cloning into 

identically digested pSH16 (unpublished) (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PAIR-SEAP-

3’LTRΔU3). pCD22 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-alcR-3’LTRΔU3) was 

constructed by EcoRI/MluI excision of alcR from pWW195 36 followed by cloning into 

identically digested pBM07 18 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-MCS-3’LTRΔU3).  
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To produce replication-incompetent, self-inactivating lentiviral particles a mixture 

containing (i) 0.25 M CaCl2 (Acros Organics), (ii) 1 µg pLTR-G, encoding the 

pseudotyping envelope protein VSV-G of the vesicular stomatitis virus, (iii) 1 µg of the 

helper construct pCD/NL-BH*, and (iv) 2 µg of the gene of interest (GOI)-encoding 

lentiviral expression vector, within a total volume of 100 µl was added drop wise into 

100 µl 2x HEPES-buffered saline (HBS, 280 mM NaCl; 100 mM HEPES 1.5 mM 

Na2HPO4; pH 7.1) solution, incubated for 15 minutes, and transfected into 4 × 105 human 

embryonic kidney cells (HEK-293T), previously seeded into a single well of a 6-well 

plate. Prior to transfection, 2 µl of a 25-mM chloroquine solution (Bode Chemie, 

Hamburg, Germany) was added to the cell culture medium. Six hours after transfection 

the medium was changed; lentiviral particle production continued for another 36 hours 

prior to filtration-based harvesting of the lentiviral particles from the culture supernatant 

(0.45 µm pore size FP 030/2 filter; Schleicher & Schuell, Dassel, Germany). 

Quantification of lentiviral particle titer was determined as described elsewhere 55 but 

using neonatal rat cardiomyocytes for titration. The following lentivector preparations 

were used: (i) pMF365 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-YFP-3’LTRΔU3) 18 (virus 

titer: 1.6 × 104 TU/ml), (ii) pBP253 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-BMP-2-HAtag-

3’LTRΔU3) 29 (virus titer: 5.7 × 103 TU/ml), (iii) pMF392 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-

PhEF1α-PIT-3’LTRΔU3) 20 (virus titer: 2.3 × 103 TU/ml), (iv) pCD10 (virus titer: 1.3 × 104 

TU/ml), (v) pCD22 (virus titer: 1.2 × 104 TU/ml) and (vi) pCD20 (virus titer: 8 × 103 

TU/ml). 

Twenty-four hours after seeding NRCs onto HD-MEAs, the media was 

exchanged and cells transduced with 5 × 103 TU of total lentiviral-particle-containing 

supernatant, supplemented with pristinamycin I (PI) or acetaldehyde (AcAl) where 

indicated. Two-days post-transduction, fresh plating media was added, and the NRCs 

were again exposed to PI or AcAl, as required, for at least 24 hours (total of four days in 

culture) before measuring cell electrophysiological properties. PI was added directly to 

the culture media, while AcAl liquid was added to an airtight polypropylene box, 

previously balanced for CO2 at 37°C and, containing NRCs cultured on HD-MEAs, in 

which gaseous AcAl could diffuse into the culture media 21, 36. As a control, non-
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transduced NRCs (negative control, NC) were cultured for four days prior to electrical 

recordings, which corresponded to their spontaneous beating activity. Electrogenic 

signals from NRCs cultured as monoloyers (NRCml) were recorded for up to one week.  

 Microtissue production. In order to enable gravity-enforced microtissue 

production in hanging drops 56, freshly isolated monodispersed NRCs were seeded at 

2,500 cells/well (1 × 105 cells/ml) into 60-well plates (Microtest-Platten Terasaki, Cat. 

No. 635161, Greiner Bio-One GmbH, Frickenhausen, Germany) and cultivated with 

plating media for four days. For large-scale microtissue production in hanging drops, 96-

well IMPACT plates (Greiner Bio-One Inc.USA) were handled by a novel custom-

designed robotic assembly module, which precisely and automatically turned loaded cell 

culture plates upside down. This assembly module consists of (i) a turning system, which 

comprises a Servomotor with a Servodrive (Minimotor SA, Croglio, Switzerland) 

programmed for soft start and soft stop and (ii) standard SERVOmotors (Miniatur-Servo 

Ultra, Topmodel, Oberkirch, Switzerland) as plate holders. The assembly module was 

incorporated into a fully automatic multi-pipette robot (Xiril AG, Switzerland). After four 

days, NRC microtissues (NRCmt) in hanging drops (25 µl) were transduced with 2.5 × 

102 TU of lentiviral particle-containing supernatant and incubated with 2 µg/ml PI or 1.8 

mg/l AcAl as required. Two days post-transduction, transduced and non-transduced 

NRCmt were harvested and placed into 96 × 16 mm suspension tissue culture flasks (Cat. 

No. 622180, Greiner Bio-One GmbH) containing fresh plating media. Subsequently, they 

were seeded onto a HD-MEA previously coated with 20 µg/ml laminin. Within two 

hours, myocardial microtissues attached to the array surface and after six hours 

electrogenic recordings were performed.  

Western Blot. Prior to resolution on a 10% (wt/vol) SDS-PAGE gel, the cell 

culture media was denaturated by boiling for five minutes in loading buffer (10% 

glycerol, 50 mM Tris-HCl, 1 % SDS and 0.005% bromophenol blue). Proteins were then 

blotted onto polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore, Bedford, MA, 

USA), which were subsequently blocked using 5% non-fat powdered milk and probed 

with specific primary antibodies (HAtag-probe: rabbit polyclonal, Cat. No. sc-805, Lot 

No. 2405, Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., Santa Cruz, CA, USA; Tubulin-α Ab-2: mouse 

monoclonal, Cat. No. MS-581-P1, Neomarkers, Fremont, CA) followed by the 
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appropriate horseradish peroxidase-coupled secondary antibodies (Cat. No. NA934V 

(anti-rabbit) or NA931V (anti-mouse), Amersham Bioscience, Otelfingen, Switzerland). 

Visualization was performed using an ECL detection kit (Cat. No. RPN 2132, Amersham 

Bioscience) and a ChemieLux imager (Intas Science Imaging Instruments GmbH, 

Göttingen, Germany). 

Immunofluorescence microscopy. NRCml seeded on HD-MEAs were washed 

twice in phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS; 150 mM NaCl, 6.5 mM Na2HPO4 x 2 

H2O, 2.7 mM KCl, 1.5 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4; Sigma Chemicals), fixed at room 

temperature (RT) for 30 min. in PBS containing 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA, Sigma 

Chemicals), washed three times for 5 min. in PBS, and permeated for 10 min. in PBS 

containing 0.2% Triton X-100. Primary antibodies, specific for desired proteins, as well 

as fluorescence-labeled secondary antibodies were diluted in 1% BSA-containing Tris-

buffered saline (TBS, 20 mM Tris base, 155 mM NaCl, 2 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2) and 

sequentially incubated for 1 hr. at RT. Finally, the NRCml on the HD-MEAs were 

washed in PBS and embedded on Tris-buffered glycerol (a 3:7 mixture of 0.1 M Tris-HCl 

(pH 9.5) and glycerol supplemented with 50 mg/ml n-propyl-gallat). 

Immunofluorescence-based analysis of NRCmt was performed as described elsewhere 57. 

Briefly, NRCmt were fixed at RT for 1 hr. in PBS containing 4% PFA, washed three 

times in PBS and then made permeable by incubation for 1 hr. in PBS containing 0.5% 

Triton X-100. Primary antibodies as well as fluorescence-labeled secondary antibodies 

were diluted in 1% BSA-containing TBS and sequentially incubated for 12 hr. at 4°C. 

NRCml plated on HD-MEAs as well as NRCmt required specific antibodies for 

sarcomeric-α-actinin (mouse monoclonal, clone EA53, Sigma Chemicals) and connexin 

43 (rabbit polyclonal, sc-9059, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.), and staining with Cy3-

coupled secondary anti-mouse antibodies (Jackson Immunochemicals, West Grove, PA, 

USA) and Cy2-coupled anti-rabbit antibodies (Jackson Immunochemicals). All samples 

were co-stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Molecular Probes Inc., 

Eugene, OR, USA) for nuclear localization.  

 Confocal imaging was performed with a fluorescence microscope equipped with 

oil immersion objectives (40×/63×) and a confocal scanner (Zeiss LSM 510; Carl Zeiss 

AG, Feldbach, Switzerland) with a two-photon laser featuring a chameleon, argon, and 
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helium-neon laser. Images were obtained with a BP 565-615 filter for Cy3 dye or BP 

490-520 filter for Cy2 fluorescence. A BP 390-465 filter was used for DAPI detection. 

Image acquisition was performed by multitracking the different filters with data 

processed by Zeiss LSM software and a 3D multichannel image processor (Bitplane, AG, 

Zurich, Switzerland (Messerli et al. 1993)). Fluorescent micrographs from NRCml on 

HD-MEAs were obtained using an upright microscope (DM IL, Leica Microsystems AG, 

Glattbrugg, Switzerland) equipped with a digital camera (DC300FX, Leica 

Microsystems), and filters for Cy2, Cy3, and UV light (Leica Microsystems). Fluorescent 

images from tissue culture plates were taken using a Leica AF6000 system equipped with 

a DMI 6000B microscope and a DFC350 FX digital camera (Leica Microsystems). 

Videos were taken by standard Leica light microscopy (Leica DMIL, Leica 

Microsystems) and a digital camera (Canon, Power shot S50). 

Drugs. The following drugs were used. Phenylephrine hydrochloride (PE, 10-

2mM) and isoproterenol hydrochloride (ISO, 0.1µM) were obtained from Sigma. 

Lidocain (LID, 20µM) was produced by Streuli (G. Streuli & Co. AG, Uznach, 

Switzerland) and 4-aminopyridine (4AP, 5mM) by Fluka-Chemie AG (Buchs, 

Switzerland). The pristinamycin I antibiotic Pyostacin® (PI, Lot. No. 27404) was 

purchased from Sanofi-Aventis (Sanofi-Aventis Inc., Paris, France) and acetaldehyde 

from Acros Organics (Cat. No. 149510010, Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium).  

 Data analysis. Data analysis was performed using MATLAB software (2007a, 

MathWorks, Natick, MA). The digitized data was further high pass filtered at 10 Hz. 

RMS noise was estimated as described in Quiroga 2004 58. Nonviable channels, such as 

channels providing values at the rails, were discarded. Events were detected using a 

threshold set to 4.5 times the RMS noise level. Events were up sampled to 100 kHz and 

then aligned with regard to the center between the first positive peak (maximum) and the 

following negative peak (minimum). Where the first positive peak was missing, the 

events were aligned with regard to the negative peak. As an accurate timestamp is pivotal 

in determining wave propagation characteristics, the timestamps were obtained in the 

following way: an overall spike shape template was calculated as the average of all 

aligned events. The peak of the normalized cross-correlation between the events and the 

template was then used as a timestamp, which was less sensitive to noise and showed 
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improved accuracy over the peak-based timestamp described above. Next waves (bursts) 

were detected if the inter spike interval (ISI) fell below a threshold based on total activity 

and at least 25% of all viable channels participated in the wave. 

 Four parameters were then used: two parameters characterizing the culture 

(frequency and propagation velocity) and two describing the signal shape (signal 

amplitude and upstroke duration). The frequency was taken as one over the mean inter 

burst interval (IBI), which represents the rhythm of the culture (Fig. 2A). Rhythm 

variability corresponds to the coefficient of variation of the IBI. The propagation velocity 

was averaged over all bursts within one recording (an example of one burst in Fig. 2B) 

and calculated in the following way: a two–dimensional map of the time difference 

between the first event within a burst and the subsequent events on each channel was 

generated and then interpolated using a regular grid. A contour plot of such a map is 

shown in Figure 2C. The propagation velocity was then determined from the mean 

gradient of this map. Signal amplitude and upstroke duration were calculated from the 

signal shape averaged over all channels and all detected events, as shown in Figure 2DE. 

The signal amplitude was taken as the difference between the maximum and the 

minimum of the averaged signal value. The upstroke duration was taken as the time 

difference between those two values.  

 Statistical analysis. Statistical significance was assessed by one-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) followed by a Tukey post hoc test (Software: Systat 12 for 

Windows). Data are presented as means ± standard deviation (SD) and p < 0.05 was 

considered significant. The SD represent the variation of the mean values obtained from 

separate HD-MEA with cells cultured under the same conditions to obtain an estimate for 

the reproducibility of culture-to-culture and HD-MEA-to-HD-MEA variability.  

 

Results 
HD-MEA-based electrophysiological analysis of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes.  

 To monitor the electrophysiological properties of cardiomyocytes and to 

characterize HD-MEA-based electrophysiological results, we used NRCml placed on 

HD-MEAs (Fig. 1AB). NRCml were positive for sarcomeric α-actinin and connexin 43 

which is required for electrical coupling between the cells (Fig. 1CD). A typical HD-
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MEA-based electrogram plot, generated during the spontaneous rhythm of contracting 

NRCml for four days in plating media, demonstrated tight temporal coupling over the 

culture at a frequency of 1.4±0.05 Hz (Fig. 2A) as can be seen at http://mf-229-

serv.ethz.ch/fussi_download/carlota/NRCml_wt.mpg. As HD-MEAs simultaneously 

record extracellular potentials (field potentials) from 126 electrodes, it is possible to 

generate activation maps that show the direction of the excitation spread and propagation 

velocity (322±8 mm/s) within the cultures (Fig. 2C). Figure 2D shows the average signal 

shape per channel aligned in time. As described by Halbach et. al. the action potential 

(AP) parameters can be estimated from the field potential (FP) 59. Based on these 

parameters, the average peak-to-peak amplitude was determined at 2.8±1.3 mV (Fig. 2E). 

A similar correlation was obtained by Spach et. al. 60, where the duration of the AP 

upstroke (depolarization time) matched the time from maximum to minimum peak, which 

here corresponds to 0.35±0.05 ms (Fig. 2E). Hence, AP upstroke voltage gradient can be 

calculated as 8 V/s. Although electrogenic signals, recorded by extracellular electrodes, 

rely on local changes in the membrane potential of individual cardiomyocytes, the 

observed signal is modulated by the electrically coupled neighboring cells, so that local 

field potentials are recorded 59, 61. 
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Figure 2. Electrogenic recordings of NRCml cultured for 5 days on HD-MEAs. (A) Long signal trace 

showing the synchronized contraction frequency and the field potential amplitude of NRCml for 10 

seconds and (B) zoom-in of one burst. (C) Propagation pattern of an electrical wave showing the electrical 

activation origin (asterisk), the direction of the wave (arrow), and the location of the 126 electrodes (dots). 

The contour lines are in milliseconds. The location of the four channels shown in (A-B) is marked on (C). 

(D) Detailed activation map illustrating the average signal shape of the 126 electrodes for 10 seconds. (E) 

Average signal shape over all 126 channels. (F-G) Propagation pattern and average signal shape of an 

electrical wave showing the different electrical activation origins (asterisk) and the direction of the waves 

(arrows). (H) Electrophysiological properties of wild-type NRCml over time. In this case the error bars 

represent the average from different recordings on one HD-MEA; * p<0.01. 

 

 Figures 2F and 2G show activation maps of the same batch of cells recorded at a 

10 min intervall and reveal different propagation patterns and excitation origins. While 

the origin of excitation shows an action potential with an exclusive negative peak 

(asterisk in Fig. 2G), action potentials in which a negative peak is preceded by a positive 

one indicate previously excited cells. After four days in culture, NRCml started 

spontaneous beating. The average of the electrogenic signals recorded over the culture 

period is plotted and shown in Fig. 2H. An increase in the amplitude of the electrical 

signal and in the velocity of the wave propagation was monitored (p< 0.01), indicating 

that membrane depolarization rises over time (Fig. 2H). 

 In order to evaluate the reliability of recorded signals from HD-MEAs, we 

applied standard stimulators of the α- and β-adrenergic signaling cascade (phenylephrine 

and isoprenaline) and cardioactive drugs (lidocain and 4-aminopyridine). Although the 
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responsiveness of cardiomyocytes to adrenergic drugs, such as adrenalin is controversial, 

they are known to increase the strength of cardiac contraction and heart rate 62. When 10 

µM phenylephrine (PE), an α1-adrenergic drug, was added to NRCml cultured on HD-

MEA-based devices, a 2.5-fold increase in the beating frequency (positive chronotropic 

effect) was monitored 10 minutes after addition (p< 0.01). This effect was temporary and 

lost after 30 minutes in culture (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, upstroke duration increased (p< 

0.01), which could be attributed to the inhibition of a variety of K+ currents 63, 64. In 

contrast to PE, 10 nM isoprenaline (ISO), a β-adrenergic drug responsible for cAMP 

responses 65, enhanced the signal propagation velocity up to 2-fold, thus decreasing the 

upstroke duration  (p< 0.01, Fig. 3B). The field potential amplitude increased up to 2.5-

fold (positive inotropic effect) and beating frequency up to 2-fold(p< 0.01). Application 

of the Na+ channel blocker, lidocain (21 µM) 66led to a 7-fold decrease in field potential 

amplitude (negative inotropic effect), a 4-fold reduction in propagation velocity, and an 

increase up to nine times in upstroke duration after two hours in culture (p< 0.01, Fig. 

3C). After adding 5mM 4-aminopyridine, an unselective blocker of voltage-dependent K+ 

channels 67, the upstroke duration was nine times longer and contractility was enhanced 

after 10 minutes in culture (p< 0.01, Fig. 3D). These data suggest that HD-MEA-based 

analysis could be used to quantify specific electrophysiological effecs of some drugs and 

genes. 
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Figure 3. Electrophysiological reaction of wild-type NRCml (negative control, NC) incubated with (A) 

phenylephrine (PE, α1-adrenergic agonist), (B) isoprenaline (ISO, β-adrenergic agonist), (C) lidocain (LID, 

blocker of Na+ channels), and (D) 4-aminopyridine (blocker of the K+ channels) for 10 minutes and two 

hours. Error bars represent the average from three independent measurements (HD-MEA-to-HD-MEA and 

NRC batch variability). Statistically significant differences relative to NC are denoted by *p<0.05 and ** 

p<0.01. 
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Modulation of neonatal rat cardiomyocyte electrophysiology by genetic 

manipulation  

 Capitalizing on the ability of HD-MEAs to characterize cardiac electrical signals 

we modulated cardiac electrophysiology and validated this system for gene/cell 

therapeutic applications. Therefore, freshly isolated cardiomyocytes were seeded on HD-

MEAs and transduced with third-generation self-inactivating lentiviral particles encoding 

either the enhanced yellow fluorescence protein (EYFP) under a constitutive promoter 

(PhCMV; human immediate early cytomegalovirus promoter) (pMF365; 5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-

cPPT-RRE-PhCMV-EYFP-3’LTRΔU3 18) or the bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2) 

driven by: (i) a strong constitutive human elongation factor 1α promoter (PhEF1α) 

(pBP253; 5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-BMP-2-HAtag-3’LTRΔU3 30), (ii) an 

optimized streptogramin-responsive promoter (PPIR8; 68) (pCD10; 5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-

cPPT-RRE-PPIR8-BMP-2-HAtag-3’LTRΔU3), or (iii) an acetaldehyde-adjustable promoter 

(PAIR; 36) (pCD20; 5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PAIR-BMP-2-HAtag-3’LTRΔU3) (Fig. 

4A). Lentiviral transduction efficiency was assessed on NRCml by lentiviral particles 

encoding EYFP three days after transduction (Fig. 4B). Lentiviral particles were able to 

transduce cardiomyocytes (positive for sarcomeric α-actinin) (Fig. 4B). Two days post-

transduction, BMP-2 expression in transduced NRCml was demonstrated by Western blot 

analysis (Fig. 4C). Negative controls are represented by non-transduced NRCml (NC, 

Fig. 4C). NRCml, co-transduced with (i) pMF392- (encoding constitutive streptogramin-

dependent transactivator [PIT] expression) and pCD10-derived lentiviral particles (Fig. 

4A) or (ii) pCD22- (encoding constitutive acetaldehyde-dependent transactivator [AlcR] 

expression), and pCD20-derived lentiviral particles (Fig. 4A) showed regulation of BMP-

2 expression following two days of cultivation in media supplemented with (i) 

pristinamycin I (PI) (Fig. 4D) or (ii) acetaldehyde (AcAl) (Fig. 4E), respectively.  
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Figure 4. (A) Schematic diagram of pMF365-, pBP253-, pMF392-, pCD10-, pCD20 and pCD22-derived 

lentiviral vectors encoding EYFP under the human immediate early cytomegalovirus promoter (PhCMV), 

BMP-2 driven by a strong constitutive human elongation factor 1α promoter (PhEF1α), PIT and alcR driven 

by PhEF1α, BMP-2 under streptogramin-responsive promoter (PPIR8) and BMP-2 under control of the 

acetaldehyde-inducible promoter (PAIR). (B) Immunofluorescence of NRCml transduced with pMF365-

derived lentiviral particles. (C-E) Western blot analysis of culture supernatants from (C) native, non-

transduced NRCml (negative control, NC) or NRCml transduced with pBP253-, (D) pCD10- and pMF392-, 
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(E) pCD20- and pCD22-(co)transduced lentiviral particles and cultivated in the presence or absence of 2 

µg/ml pristinamycin I (PI) (D) or 1.8 µg/ml acetaldehyde (AcAl) (E). As endogenous control, Tubulin-α is 

shown at 55kDa. Scale bar 5 µm. 

 

 After BMP-2 was expressed for 24 hours in NRCml, a higher contraction 

frequency and a lower action potential amplitude were recorded and confirmed using 

HD-MEA (Fig. 5A). The activation map showed a clear decrease in the signal 

propagation velocity when BMP-2 was expressed and the upstroke duration increased in 

the presence of BMP-2 (Fig. 5A). In order to compare and quantify electrophysiological 

changes during BMP-2 expression, the average value measured of three independent 

cultures was normalized to that of a control HD-MEA containing non-transduced NRCml 

as negative control (NC). NRCml were recorded under equivalent conditions. Whereas 

contraction frequency was up-regulated 4-fold in BMP-2-transduced NRCml, peak-to-

peak amplitude was down-regulated 6-fold (p< 0.01, Fig. 5B). Rhythm variability 

decreased in the presence of BMP-2 (NC; 25%, BMP-2; 8%). In addition, the signal 

propagation velocity was 3.5 times lower and the upstroke duration 12 times higher. 

EYFP-transduced cells showed no significant differences in basal contractility, 

suggesting that the electrophysiological changes were not due to transfection with the 

lentiviral particles (Fig. 5B). Moreover, BMP-2-transduced cells responded to the α-

adrenergic stimulus of PE, thus leading to a three-fold increase in beating frequency and 

up to a 5-fold increase compared to PE alone (p< 0.01, Fig. 5B). Electrophysiological 

characteristics over time were also monitored in order to evaluate the durability of the 

BMP-2-electrogenic effect (Fig. 5C). These results showed that an enhanced frequency 

and a reduced propagation velocity were maintained for up to five days. Importantly, 

after 48 hours of BMP-2 expression, peak-to-peak amplitude and upstroke duration 

returned to the values measured in non-transduced NRCml used as negative controls 

(NC) (Fig. 5C). This resulted in a slight reduction in the beating frequency and an 

increase in the velocity of signal propagation, which is comparable with the 

electrophysiological properties of non-transduced NRCml used as negative controls (Fig. 

2E). After one week of BMP-2 expression, and a total of 10 days in culture, NRCml 

started to detach from the array surface, and recordings were stopped (Fig. 5C).  
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Figure 5. Electrophysiological characterization of genetically engineered NRCml for constitutive BMP-2 

expression. (A) Long signal traces and wave propagation maps for wild-type (NC) and NRCml transduced 

with pBP253-derived lentiviral particles (BMP-2). (B) Plots of the field potential amplitude, frequency, 

signal propagation velocity and upstroke duration of NRCml transduced with pMF365-(YFP) or pBP253-

(BMP-2) derived lentiviral particles. The data were normalized to non-transduced NRCml used as negative 

control (NC). The y-axis is plotted on a logarithmic scale in order to visualize all values. (C) Plots showing 

the electrophysiological characteristics of cardiomyocytes constitutively expressing BMP-2 for 24 hr (0 hr) 

over time. Y-axes showing the recorded absolute values. Error bars represent the average of three 

independent measurements (HD-MEA-to-HD-MEA and NRC batch variability). Statistically significant 

differences relative to NC are denoted by * p<0.01. 

 

 We next assessed the ability of (i) an antibiotic (pristinamycin I [PI]; 

streptogramin-responsive expression system) and (ii) a gas (acetaldehyde [AcAl]; 

acetaldehyde-responsive expression system) regulation system to modulate the 

expression of BMP-2 and thus to control cardiac electrophysiology. Co-transduction of 

pCD10- and pMF392-derived lentiviral particles in NRCml cultivated under PI-free 

conditions exhibited a 3-fold increase in frequency compared to non-transduced NRCml 

used as negative control (NC) (p< 0.01, Fig. 6AB). Signal amplitude, signal propagation 

velocity, and upstroke duration under PI-free conditions showed equivalent variations as 

with constitutively expressed BMP-2 (p< 0.01, Fig. 6A). Co-transduced NRCml, 

cultivated in the presence of 2 µg/ml PI, reproduced basal electrogenic profiles, while PI 

did not show a significant electrogenic effect when added to wild-type cardiomyocytes 

(NC) (Fig. 6A). This demonstrated the complete repression of the BMP-2 

electrophysiological effect in the presence of PI (Fig. 6AB). Streptogramin-responsive 

BMP-2 expression could also be titrated to induce the desired levels of cardiac electrical 

activity by defined PI dosing (Fig. 6AB). Moreover, rhythm variability increased when 

BMP-2 expression was switched off (0 µg/ml; 1.6%, 0.5 µg/ml: 12% and 2 µg/ml; 48%). 
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Figure 6. Electrophysiological characterization of genetically engineered NRCml for streptogramin-

inducible BMP-2 expression. (A) Plots showing adjustable electrophysiological properties of NRCml co-

transduced with pCD10- and pMF392-derived lentiviral particles and incubated in medium supplemented 

with indicated pristinamycin I concentrations. Values normalized to native NRCml used as negative control 

(NC). The y-axis is plotted on a logarithmic scale in order to visualize all values. (B) Long signal traces and 

wave propagation maps of NRCml co-transduced with pCD10- and pMF392-derived lentiviral particles 

and cultured in media supplemented without PI (0 µg/ml) or with 0.5 or 2 µg/ml PI. Error bars represent the 

average from three independent measurements (HD-MEA-to-HD-MEA and NRC batch variability). 

Statistically significant differences relative to NC and between groups are denoted by p<0.05 (*) or p<0.01 

(**). 

 

 The gas-inducible system was also able to control cardiac electrophysiology by 

regulated BMP-2 expression fine-tuned by different AcAI doses. The beating frequency 

increased 4-fold, when the cells were exposed to 1.8 mg/l (5 ppm) of AcAl for 48 hours, 

while the beating amplitude decreased 2.3-fold compared to non-induced cells (0 ppm) 

(p< 0.01, Fig. 7AB). The rhythm variability was also decreased in the presence of BMP-2 

0.5 µg ml-1  

B 
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(0 ppm; 8%, 5ppm; 0.3%). NRCml, co-transduced with pCD20- and pCD22-derived 

lentiviral particles in an AcAl-free atmosphere, and also cultivated in airtight 

polypropylene boxes for 48 hours, showed electrogenic patterns similar to those of non-

transduced NRCml used as negative control (NC; Fig. 7A). Native NRCml exposed to 5 

ppm acetaldehyde did not show any relevant electrogenic effects. Signal propagation 

velocity and, hence, upstroke duration changed insignificantly after acetaldehyde-induced 

BMP-2 expression (Fig. 7A) compared to PI-induced BMP-2 expression (see Figs. 5 and 

6).. To evaluate this, we analyzed the electrogenic influence of 5 ppm AcAl in NRCml 

constitutively expressing BMP-2. In this case, signal propagation velocity did not 

decrease as previously shown in Fig. 5, suggesting that AcAl might by itself maintain 

high propagation velocities (Fig. 7A). 
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Figure 7. Electrophysiological characterization of NRCml engineered for acetaldehyde-inducible BMP-2 

expression. (A) Plots representing the regulable electrophysiological properties of NRCml co-transduced 

with pCD20- and pCD22-derived lentiviral particles and incubated in the absence (0 ppm) or presence (5 

ppm) of acetaldehyde. Values normalized to non-transduced NRCml used as negative control (NC). The y-

axis is plotted on a logarithmic scale in order to visualize all values. (B) Long signal traces and wave 

propagation maps of NRCml co-transduced with pCD20- and pCD22-derived lentiviral particles and 

cultivated in the absence (0 ppm) or presence (5 ppm) of acetaldehyde. Error bars represent the average 

from three independent measurements (HD-MEA-to-HD-MEA and NRC batch variability). Statistically 

significant differences relative to NC and between groups are denoted by p<0.01 (*). 

 
Electrophysiological regulation of cardiac-like microtissue 

 Although thus far we have used monolayer cultures as in vitro models to 

characterize the electrophysiology of cardiomyocytes, this culture type does not precisely 

replicate an in vivo structure. Previous experiments demonstrated that monodisperse 

cardiomyocytes, self-assembled in hanging drops, preserved their cardiomyocyte-specific 

cell phenotype, intramicrotissue superstructures, and extracellular matrix 69. In this study 

we used myocardial microtissues (NRCmt) to monitor the electrophysiology of cardiac-

like tissues and the BMP-2 cardiogenic effect in the whole tissue. For future high-

throughput drug/gene screening applications using 3D cultures, we scaled up NRCmt 

production using a novel robotic microtissue assembly module enabling serial formation 

of scaffold-free microtissues. Four-day old NRCmt were cultured in plating media 

supplemented with PE on HD-MEAs, previously coated with laminin. After five minutes, 

NRCmt started rhythmic contraction as can be seen on the video http://mf-229-

serv.ethz.ch/fussi_download/carlota/NRCmt_PE.mpg, and after six hours the beating 

frequencies reached 100±40 bpm (beatings per minute) (Fig 8A). NRCmt did not initiate 

contraction or rhythmic beats in the absence of hormonal stimuli. Field potential signal 

shape was represented by one negative peak (negative voltage), suggesting that the origin 

of excitation was close to the recorded area (Fig. 8B). Such electrogenic signals enabled 

us to plot the two-dimensional wave propagation of cardiac microtissues (Fig. 8C). 

Activation maps show the location and the field potential shape of electrically active cells 

that were integrated into a three-dimensional cardiac extracellular matrix (Fig. 8D). 

Along with the synchronized beating, the activation maps confirmed electrophysiological 

coupling among the cardiomyocytes embedded in an artificial microtissue structure, 
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which correlates with the high number of gap junctions visualized by confocal 

microscopy (Fig. 8E). In order to validate the effect of known cardiogenic 

hormones/drugs on NRCmt, we first added 10-2 mM PE and one hour after we applied (i) 

ISO or (ii) LID for 10 minutes. We analyzed contraction frequency and signal 

propagation velocity from different NRCmt. Field potential amplitude and upstroke 

duration were not considered due to the variability in the adherence of the microtissues to 

the array surface, which directly influences the electrical potential values. Addition of 10 

nM ISO increased the beating frequency of the microtissue and enhanced signal 

propagation velocity throughout the tissue (p< 0.01, Fig. 8F). In contrast, application of 5 

mg/ml LID decreased field potential propagation velocity (p< 0.05, Fig. 8G). This 

demonstrated that 3D cultures reproduced the drug-induced effect, and that 

corresponding changes in electrical activity could be assessed using HD-MEAs. 
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Figure 8. Electrophysiological characterization of neonatal rat cardiomyocyte-forming microtissues 

(NRCmt). (A) Long signal traces showing synchronized beating frequency and the field potential amplitude 

recorded from different electrodes located under the NRCmt. (B) Zoom-in into a wave. (C) Propagation 

pattern of an electrical wave within the NRCmt. The contour lines are in 0.2 milliseconds. (D) Average 

signal shape of each electrode adjacent to the NRCmt. (E) Immunofluorescence-based characterization of 

5-day old NRCmt. Morphology and electrical coupling within the NRCmt was visualized by 

immunohistologic staining specific for sarcomeric α-actinin (red), 4’-6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) 

(blue) and connexin 43 (green, arrows). Scale bar 50 µm. (F-G) Electrophysiological reaction of NRCmt 

cultured in media supplemented with 10-2 M phenylephrine (PE) and incubated for 10 minutes with (F) 10 

nM isoprenaline (ISO) or (G) 5 mg/ml lidocain (LID). Error bars represent the average from a minimum of 

three independent measurements (NRCmt-to-NRCmt variability). Statistically significant differences 

relative to NRCm+PE are denoted by *p<0.05 and ** p<0.01. 

 
 To examine BMP-2 activity, 4-day old cardiomyocyte forming microtissues were 

transduced with (i) pBP253-derived lentiviral particles or co-transduced with (ii) pCD10- 

and pMF392- or (iii) pCD20- and pCD22-derived lentiviral particles in the presence or 

absence of PI or AcAl, respectively. Two days post-transduction, engineered cells were 

found at the periphery of the microtissues as previously shown by Kelm, et al. 69 (Fig. 

9A). Therefore, transgenic cardiomyocytes, located at the periphery and producing BMP-

2 modulate the spontaneous activity of the entire microtissue, as shown in the video 

http://mf-229-serv.ethz.ch/fussi_download/carlota/NRCmt_BMP-2.AVI. Such electrical 

activity, in the absence of hormonal stimulus, could be recorded by HD-MEAs showing a 

beating frequency of 60±12 bpm (Fig. 9B). Signal propagation throughout the BMP-2-

transduced NRCmt was also monitored (Fig. 9B). Transduced NRCmt expressing BMP-2 

(pBP253, -PI or +AcAl) showed frequency rates of approximately 60±20 bpm and signal 

propagation velocities of 40±20 mm/s. However, in the absence of BMP-2 (NC, + PI or - 

AcAl) NRCmt did not initiate contraction and therefore was undetectable by HD-MEA 

(Fig. 9C).  
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Figure 9. Electrophysiological characterization of genetically engineered NRCmt for BMP-2 expression. 

(A) Confocal fluorescence micrographs of NRCmt with EYFP-encoding pMF365-derived lentiviral 

particles. The left panel shows YFP expressing cells at the top of the microtissue, middle panel at the 

midpoint of the microtissue and right panel overlay of all confocal sections. Scale bar 50 µm. (B) Long 

signal traces and wave propagation maps of NRCmt transduced with pBP253-derived lentiviral particles 

transgenic for constitutive BMP-2-expression. Each contour line represents 0.2 milliseconds. (C) 

Contractility rate (frequency) and signal propagation velocity of non-transduced 6-day old NRCmt used as 

negative control (NC) or 4-day old NRCmt transduced for two days with pBP253-, pCD10- and pMF392- 

or pCD20- and pCD22-derived lentiviral particles. Error bars represent the average from a minimum of 

three independent measurements (NRCmt-to-NRCmt variability). 

 

Pacemaker-like activity of myocardial microtissues 

 In order to spatially and genetically control the spontaneous electrical activity of a 

multicellular layer of cardiomyocytes, we adopted an in vitro transplantation model to 

analyze the electrophysiology of microtissue implants. 4-day old NRCmt transduced with 

pCD10- and pMF392-derived lentiviral particles were transplanted onto a NRCml, which 

had a stable beating frequency of 80±10 bpm. After six hours, a synchronous rhythmic 

B 
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beating of transgenic NRCmt and NRCml was observed, as shown http://mf-229-

serv.ethz.ch/fussi_download/carlota/NRCmt_NRCml.mpg. Immunostaining of the gap 

junction protein connexin 43 showed connexin-mediated coupling between the NRCml 

and the NRCmt (Fig. 10AB). Indeed, extracellular field potentials, recorded by the HD-

MEAs, revealed a coordinated pattern of electrical activity (Fig. 10C). Implantation of 

myocardial microtissues transgenic for streptogramin-responsive BMP-2 expression 

doubled the beating frequency of NRCml, thus decreasing the average amplitudes when 

PI was absent (p< 0.01, Fig. 10DE). The field potential propagation velocity diminished, 

while upstroke duration was twice as long as that of the non-cocultured NRCml (p< 0.01, 

Fig. 10DE), demonstrating that transgenic BMP-2 microtissues influenced the 

electrophysiological characteristics of the NRCml. Moreover, when PI was present the 

electrophysiological modulation was restored to control conditions (NRCml, Fig. 10DE).  
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Figure 10. Electrophysiological characterization of NRCml co-cultured with NRCmt co-transduced with 

pCD10- and pMF392-derived lentiviral particles. (AB) Immunofluorescence image of a NRCmt cultivated 

on top of NRCml plated on a HD-MEA indicating the presence of connexin 43 (green, arrows) at the 

boundary between the NRCmt and NRCml. Sarcomeric α-actinin is shown in red. Scale bar 50 µm. (C) 

Average signal shape of all electrically active NRCs adjacent to the NRCmt. (D) Electrophysiological 

influence of NRCmt co-transduced with pCD10- and pMF392-derived lentiviral particles integrated on the 

NRCml in media supplemented with or without PI. (E) Long signal traces and wave propagation maps of 

NRCml alone (NRCml) or with a transplanted NRCmt co-transduced with pCD10- and pMF392-derived 

lentiviral particles cultivated in the absence (-PI) or presence of (+PI) pristinamycin I. Error bars represent 

the average of three independent measurements (HD-MEA-to-HD-MEA, NRC batch and NRCmt-to-

NRCmt variability). Statistically significant differences are denotey by * p<0.01. 

 

Discussion  
 The physiological control of cells and tissues remains one of the greatest 

challenges for molecular and cellular biologists which, if overcome, promises a wide 

variety of therapeutic applications. To this end, the control and restoration of the 

electrophysiological functions of cardiac tissue is today one of the central aims of 
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cardiovascular medicine and research 70. We have shown here, for the first time, the 

ability to regulate cardiac electrophysiology by means of synthetic gene control systems 

responsive to external factors such as antibiotics and gaseous acetaldehyde. We have 

explored this approach by extensively analyzing electrophysiological changes in freshly 

isolated neonatal rat cardiomyocytes cultured on HD-MEAs. We also established HD-

MEA-based devices to evaluate field potential properties, such as upstroke duration and 

depolarization amplitude, which were previously demonstrated to correlate with changes 

in action potential 59. Moreover the field potential signal shape indicated the presence of 

previously excited cells and thus the origin of excitation 59, 60. The first positive peak 

(positive voltage) represents a passive signal caused by previously excited neighboring 

cells, while the following negative peak (negative voltage) shows the rapid depolarization 

phase (entry of Na+ ions into the cell) occurring during the contraction of the cell. Signal 

propagation velocities, contraction rate, and rhythm variability were also assessed. 

Overall, the electrophysiological control of cardiac cells in HD-MEAs offers the 

possibility to measure functional effects in real time, thus providing insights and a ready-

to-use tool for gene-function studies and for the future discovery and preclinical 

evaluation of novel genes with potential therapeutic effects.  

 At present, tissue transplantation and insertion of electrical pacemakers are the 

clinical solutions offered to treat cardiac dysfunction. As cardiac-related insufficiencies 

are the major cause of death in industrialized countries 71, new technologies are required 

to regenerate cardiac tissue functionality 72, such as (i) stem cell transplantation 73, (ii) 

active myogenic cell transplantation 74, or (iii) implantation of biologic pacemakers 75, 76. 

The efficient delivery and adjustable expression of therapeutic genes might also be 

required to cure common disorders. Therefore, regulation systems, in which the 

expression of one or more selected therapeutic transgenes can be controlled, present an 

attractive approach to improve/restore cardiac tissue functionality. We have been able to 

control cardiac electrical activity of cardiomyocytes by using lentivectors engineered for 

streptogramin-responsive 20, 35 and for acetaldehyde-responsive 21, 36 BMP-2 expression. 

Lentiviral particles successfully transduced non-dividing cardiomyocytes without 

disturbing the electrophysiological behavior of the cells. In relation to the two systems, 

the pristinamycin I (PI) regulable system exhibited (i) a change of up to 12-fold in 
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electrophysiological activity (upstroke duration) in the induced (absence of PI) state, (ii) 

a side-effect-free state (no effect seen in negative controls) under repressed conditions, 

(iii) tuning of electrophysiological changes through intermediate PI dosing, and (iv) a 

design compatible with lentiviral delivery systems, thus meeting the requirements of 

future clinical implementation. The gaseous acetaldehyde system also functioned to 

inducibly enable controlled BMP-2 expression. However, acetaldehyde was not 

completely side-effect-free showing a significant influence on signal propagation 

velocity. This is possibly due to an interaction between acetaldehyde and endogenous 

Na+ channels, as described by Brodie and Sampson 77. 

 The role of BMP-2 in cardiac development and cardiomyocyte differentiation in 

vitro has been described 49, 78, but its role in the functioning of cardiomyocytes has not 

been extensively investigated. Although there is evidence that BMP-2 induces myocyte 

contractility by PI3K (phosphatidyl inositol 3-kinase) 44, 47, its electrophysiological effect 

and the mechanisms involved in the increase of the contraction frequency have not yet 

been resolved. We have shown that BMP-2 expression not only increases cardiomyocyte 

beating frequency up to 4-fold, but also reduces signal propagation velocity up to 3.5-

fold, which is not only a normal physiological phenomenon in the pacemaker region of 

the heart, but is also related to many pathophysiological conditions, such as arrhythmia 79, 

80. However, BMP-2-treated cells not only showed a synchronized beating frequency 

over time, but also a decrease in the rhythm variability compared to spontaneously 

beating wild-type cardiomyocytes. BMP-2-transduced cardiomyocytes also showed a six-

fold decrease in their action potential amplitudes and extended action potential duration 

up to 12 times, suggesting an affect on K+ channels 81. Interestingly, the 

electrophysiological characteristics induced after BMP-2 expression were similar 

compared to addition of α1-adrenergic drugs. Although there is some discrepancy in the 

α1-adrenergic responses, Capogrossi and colleagues indicated that at high Ca2+ 

concentrations, α1-adrenergic stimulation leads to a negative inotropic effect and 

subsequently enhanced myocardial contractility 62, 82. Moreover, α1-adrenergic drugs, 

such as phenylephrine, reduce outward K+ currents, thus increasing the action potential 

upstroke duration 63, 64. As mentioned above, BMP-2 activates PI3K, a kinase that is 

involved in the β2-adrenergic signaling cascade 62, 83, which shows a cardioprotective 
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effect via Akt 65, thereby functionally linking BMP-2 with cell survival 51, 52. This effect 

was confirmed by restoring the electrical activity from electrically inactive 

cardiomyocyte-forming microtissues, supporting a previous statement, which associates 

BMP-2 signaling pathway with the recovery of cardiomyocyte function 45. In addition, 

PI3K regulates MEF-2A (myocyte enhancer factor-2A) 46, which has been shown to 

control cardiac contractility 45. Concurrently, MEF-2 is known to regulate α-MHC (α-

cardiac myosin heavy chain) 84, 85, which appears to be directly related to the mechanical 

performance of the heart 86, being highly expressed in species with fast-contractile 

ventricles 87. This suggests that BMP-2 increases the expression of α-MHC inducing an 

incremental change in cardiac contractility, which implies that BMP-2 could also act as a 

potential molecule for the treatment of heart failure 88. Overall, these findings support 

BMP-2’s role as a multifunctional cytokine involved in several physiological pathways, 

for which adjustable expression might be useful in future therapeutic interventions.  

 Todays strategies for drug/gene discovery also require easy test methods that 

mimic the human tissue environment in order to optimize preclinical selection of the 

most active molecules from a large pool of potential effectors. Although 3D cultures 

better reflect the in vivo behavior of most cell types, these 3D test systems have not yet 

been incorporated into mainstream drug development operations 89. We have recorded 

electrogenic activity in myocardial microtissues, reproducing the in vivo electrogenic 

effect of known cardioactive drugs. This suggests that they might provide an ex-vivo 

feasible assay to determine cardiac excitation patterns for the screening of potential 

therapeutic molecules and as a pre-implantation quality control. The feasibility of the 3D 

platform to assess cardiac functionality was shown by the impact of regulable BMP-2 

expression. BMP-2-transduced NRCmt showed coordinated beating. Microtissues 

transgenic for BMP-2 did not require a hormonal stimulus compared to wild-type 

microtissues, demonstrating that BMP-2 is able to restore cardiac electrical activity. 

Controlled production of BMP-2 using either the pristinamycin-repressible or the 

acetaldehyde-inducible gene regulation systems restored the electrical activity of NRCmt. 

This demonstrates the functionality of these inducible systems for a 3D culture, which 

inherently reflects in vivo functioning more accurately. Moreover, genetically engineered 

NRCmt, integrated into the NRCml and locally expressing BMP-2, affected the 
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electrophysiological activity of the entire monolayer. This configuration presents an 

opportunity for in vivo transplantation 90 of a biological pacemaker-like device, which 

responds to external signals in order to control total cardiac activity. 

 The ability to engineer cell and tissue electrophysiology will foster great advances 

in the understanding of cardiac cell behavior and in the development of novel therapies to 

treat cardiac beating disorders. In particular, BMP-2 might be of therapeutic use when 

insufficient beating frequency compromises heart function. We have shown, for the first 

time, the ability to regulate cardiac electrophysiology by biocompatible inducers, which 

can tightly adjust the therapeutic transgene expression level, thus tuning the electrical 

activity of cardiac cells. Moreover, we have been able to restore the contractility of 

cardiomyocytes in myocardial-like microtissues. Finally, this system provides us with an 

ex-vivo assay to determine cardiac excitation patterns for (i) pre-clinical and experimental 

electrophysiological tests and (ii) novel gene function studies.  
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Abstract 
 Differentiation and transdifferentiation strategies have a great impact on the 

manipulation of cells in order to replace dysfunctional cells and tissues. We developed 

adipose-like microtissues by gravity-enforced self-assembly of monodispersed human 

primary preadipocytes in order to determine their transdifferentiation capacity to form 

bone-like tissues. Using lentivirus-derived particles to induce ectopic BMP-2 and ΔFosB 

gene expression, we demonstrated a time-dependent induction of osteoblast-specific 

genes and properties such as calcium deposits, bone-like extracellular matrix (ECM) and 

matrix mineralization. ΔFosB was able to trigger partial Pref-1-mediated de-

differentiation of adipocytes which also retained their adipocytic cell phenotype. 

Osteoblast-specific structures could be co-localized in the ECM of lipid-containing cells 

analyzed by immunofluorescence as well as transmission electron microscopy when 

BMP-2 and ΔFosB were co-expressed, suggesting that differentiated adipocytes are able 

to transdifferentiate into osteoblasts via a transient hybrid 

adipocyte/preadipocyte/osteoblast cell phenotype. Microtissues transgenic for BMP-2 and 

ΔFosB expression were able to reproduce bone matrix, which occurs to a lesser extent in 

conventional two-dimensional cultures but which is known to play a decisive role in the 

development and function of bone in vivo. This demonstrates that ECM-inclusive studies 

are essential for future characterization assays. Therefore, three-dimensional cultures 

provide a superior ex vivo system for the improved characterization of phenotypical and 

functional alterations resulting from interventions directed toward differentiation 

processes. Precise control of transdifferentiation of adipocytes into osteoblasts in a three-

dimensional culture mimicking in-vivo tissue conditions as closely as possible will foster 

important advances in regenerative medicine and tissue engineering. 

 

Introduction  
 Adipose tissue is not only a potent endocrine organ key to many obesity-related 

diseases, it also possesses a population of stem cells with multi-lineage capacity (adipose-

derived adult stem cells, ADAS cells) 1. Furthermore, it is an ubiquitous, uniquely 

expendable and accessible tissue, thus meeting significant requirements of tissue 

engineers 2. Fat tissue has become a main area of interest in soft-tissue engineering, as 
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proven by the large number of reconstructive and cosmetic strategies that have been 

developed 3. Since aspirated adipocytes are easily traumatized by the mechanical forces 

of liposuction and difficult to handle reliably as they float ontop of any cell culture media 
4, preadipocytes (subcutaneous), which expand easily and take up lipids during 

differentiation into adipocytes, have been used recently in tissue engineering strategies 5.  

Despite easy accessibility to adipose tissue and its potential in reconstructive 

surgery, little is known about its ability to transform its phenotype and functionality into 

bone tissue for use in the treatment of bone-related diseases. Since adipogenic and 

osteogenic cells share a part of the early differentiation pathway, much work has focused 

on elucidating the signals that determine commitment to one of these two lineages 6. The 

close connection between these two lineages in adult tissue is emphasized by the inverse 

relationship between adipocyte and osteoblast differentiation 7, which is typical of bone 

diseases such as osteoporosis where a smaller population of osteoblasts is accompanied 

by a greater number of adipocytes 8, 9. It has been suggested that the conversion of 

adipocytes into osteoblasts requires an intermediate step to induce the formation of 

fibroblast-like cells that are morphologically similar to preadipocytes 10. It has been 

reported that preadipocytes can differentiate into several cell lineages, including bone-

forming osteoblasts 11. However, the degree of plasticity between mature adipocytes and 

osteoblasts is still uncertain 10, 12. An essential step during the differentiation process is 

the activation or repression of defined transcription factors, thus setting the stage for 

patterns of gene expression, characteristic of a particular cell type 13, 14. Adipocyte 

differentiation can be initiated by a cocktail of adipogenic inducers consisting of insulin, 

glucocorticoids, agents that elevate cAMP levels and fetal calf serum, all of which 

activate the expression of several transcription factors that converge on PPARγ 

(peroxisome proliferators activated receptor γ) 15, the master regulator of adipogenesis 16. 

Osteoblast differentiation is characterized by the expression of the transcription factor 

Cbfa1/Runx2 (core-binding factor-1/runt homeodomain protein 2), the earliest and most 

specific marker of osteogenesis. Cbfa1/Runx2 enhances expression of osteocalcin and 

collagen type I, leading to calcification of the ECM 17. However, little is known about the 

ability of extracellular signals to induce transdifferentiation from an adipogenic lineage 
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into an osteoblastic one. Therefore, further work is necessary to determine the optimal 

conditions and factors required for maximal bone formation from adipose-derived cells. 

 In spite of the advances made in molecular biology, new cell culture models are 

necessary to characterize the molecular, morphologic, and functional transdifferentiation 

level of adipocytes to osteoblasts in a three-dimensional (3D) environment, where the 

cells are embedded in their natural ECM. Recently, Birk and coworkers 18 demonstrated 

the osteogenic ability of preadipocyte stromal-like cells with crystalline porous 

biomatrices. 3D cell cultures are characterized by in vivo tissue-inherent factors such as 

cell-to-cell and cell-to-extracellular matrix (ECM) interactions, which occur to a lesser 

extent in two-dimensional (2D) cell cultures 19, 20. Important, growth and differentiation 

of preadipocytes and osteoblast precursors is determined by the cellular environment via 

cell-to-cell, cell-to-cellular matrix, and ECM interactions, which exert specific physical 

forces influencing cellular development 21-23. Advances in biomaterial sciences have led 

to the development of artificial scaffolds with optimum adhesion (cellular attachment), 

efficient transplantation, and high differentiation 24, 25. However, ideal filler material, able 

to adapt its mechanical properties to soft and stiff microenvironments 23, 26, typical of 

transdifferentiation scenarios, has yet to be developed.  

In the current study, we have made use of lentiviral particles to overexpress (i) 

BMP-2 (bone morphogenetic protein 2) and (ii) ΔFosB (alternatively spliced FosB 

transcript 27) together with a specific osteo-inductive media in order to stimulate 

conversion from differentiated primary human adipose-like spheroids to osteo-like 

microtissues. These factors were selected for the following reasons: (i) When applied 

locally, BMP-2 induces de novo bone formation 28 and Cbfa1 expression in vitro 29, 

although this action seems to be indirect and dependent on the presence of other signaling 

molecules 16. (ii) ΔFosB induces osteoblast maturation and inhibits adipogenesis in a 

transgenic mice model 27, 30 and may, therefore, be an ideal candidate for application in 

transdifferentiation studies. The assessment of molecular cues and process mechanisms 

of adipocyte transdifferentiation into osteoblasts in a “more natural” environment will 

foster advances in regenerative medicine and tissue engineering.  
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Material and methods 
 Cell culture and microtissue production. Subcutaneous human preadipocytes 

(HPA, cat. no. PT-5001, lot. no. 5F0199, Cambrex Bio Science Walkersville, Inc., 

Walkersville, MD, USA) and normal human osteoblasts (HO, cat. no. CC-2538, lot. no. 

5F0335, Cambrex Bio Science Walkersville, Inc.) were expanded in Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) supplemented with 

10% fetal calf serum (FCS, cat. no. 3302-P251110, lot. no. P251110, PAN biotech 

GmbH, Aidenbach, Germany) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin solution (Sigma 

Chemicals, St.Louis, MO, USA). In order to enable the formation of gravity-enforced 

microtissues in hanging drops, HPA and HO monolayers were trypsinized, seeded at 

2,000 cells/well (8×104 cells/ml) into 60-well plates (Micotest-Platten Terasaki, cat. no. 

635161, Greiner Bio-One GmbH, Frickenhausen, Germany), and cultivated upside down 

in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS or in osteoblast-maintenance media (OM; 

DMEM, 10% FCS, 10mM β-glycerophosphate, 50µM L-ascorbic acid 2-phosphate, 10-

7M dexamethasone, 1% penicillin/streptomycin and 50µg/ml gentamycin), respectively.  

For production of human adipose microtissues (HAm), HPAs were grown to 

confluence prior to incubation in preadipocyte differentiation medium (DM, cat. no. C-

39437, PromoCell, Heidelberg, Germany) for 72 hours. After three days, human 

preadipocytes were trypsinized, seeded at 2,000 cells/well into 60-well plates and 

cultivated in adipocyte-specific medium (AM; DMEM, 3% FCS, 10µg/ml human 

recombinant insulin, 10-4M dexamethasone, 0.2mg/ml dBiotin, 1M Hepes, 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin and 50µg/mL gentamycin) for seven days. Human osteoblast-

derived microtissues (HOm) were cultured in OM for up to two weeks before 

characterization, as described by Kale and co-workers 31. All cells were cultivated at 

37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. All media components were 

purchased from Sigma (Sigma Chemicals). 

 Vector design and lentiviral transduction. pCD4 was constructed according to 

a two-step procedure: (i) Mouse ΔFosB-HisTag was excised from pCDNA3.1-ΔFosB-

HisTag (obtained from Paula G. Ulery 32) using BamHI/XbaI and cloned into the 

corresponding sites (BamHI/XbaI) of pAAV-MCS (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) to 

create pCD3. (ii) Mouse ΔFosB-HisTag was excised from pCD3 using ClaI/EcoRV and 
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cloned into the corresponding sites (BstBI/PmeI) of pMF359 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-

RRE-PhEF1α-MCS-3’LTRΔU3) 33 to give pCD4 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-

ΔFosB-HisTag-3’LTRΔU3).  

To produce replication-incompetent, self-inactivating lentiviral particles a mixture 

containing (i) 0.25M CaCl2 (Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium), (ii) 1µg pLTR-G, encoding 

the pseudotyping envelope protein VSV-G of the vesicular stomatitis virus, (iii) 1µg of 

the helper construct pCD/NL-BH*, and (iv) 2µg of the gene of interest (GOI)-encoding 

lentiviral expression vector in a final volume of 100µl was added drop wise into 100µl 

2×HEPES-buffered saline (HBS, 280mM NaCl; 100mM HEPES 1.5mM Na2HPO4; 

pH7.1) solution, incubated for 15 minutes, and transfected into 4×105 human embryonic 

kidney cells (HEK-293T) previously seeded into a single well of a 6-well plate. Prior to 

transfection, 2µl of a 25mM chloroquine solution (Bode Chemie, Hamburg, Germany) 

were added to the cell culture medium. Six hours after transfection the medium was 

changed, and lentiviral particle production continued for another 36 hours prior to 

filtration-based harvesting of the lentiviral particles from the culture supernatant (0.45µm 

pore size FP 030/2 filter; Schleicher & Schuell, Dassel, Germany). Lentiviral particle titer 

was determined as described elsewhere 34. The following lentivectors were used in the 

transdifferentiation studies: (i) pBP253 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-BMP-2-

HAtag-3’LTRΔU3) 35 (virus titer: 4.22×104 TU/ml) and (ii) pCD4 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-

cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-ΔFosB-HisTag-3’LTRΔU3) (virus titer: 3.71×104 TU/ml). 

 Lentivirus transduction and transdifferentiation of adipose-like spheroids 

into osteo-like microtissues. After seven days in AM, hanging drops (25µl) containing 

HAm were transduced with 102 lentiviral particles (5µl lentiviral particle-containing 

supernatant). Two days after transduction, HAm were harvested into suspension tissue 

culture flasks (94 × 16mm) (cat. no. 633180, Greiner Bio-One GmbH) containing 7ml 

OM (Fig. 1A). Every three days the medium was exchanged and the transdifferentiation 

capacity assessed for up to one month. Every two weeks transdifferentiation-induced 

HAm were examined for lipid accumulation, calcium incorporation, and osteoblast-

specific protein production by immunofluorescence analysis and every week for tissue-

specific gene expression by quantitative real time PCR and mineralization rate (see 
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below). As a negative control, HAm were incubated in AM for one month. HOm, 

cultivated in OM, were used as the positive control. To study the time dependence of 

differentiation dynamics 14- and 21-day-old HAm were transduced with 102 BMP-2- and 

ΔFosB-derived lentiviral particles and then cultivated for 21 days in OM  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of microtissue production and transdifferentiation induction. 

Abbreviations: AM (adipocyte-specific media), DM (preadipocyte differentiation media), HAm (human 

adipocyte-forming microtissues), HPA (human preadipocytes monolayer), HPAm (human preadipocyte-

composed microtissues), N (Nuclei), and OM (osteoblast-specific media).  

 

 FACS analysis. The number of adipocytes in microtissues was determined by 

dissociating 1-, 3-, 7-, 14-, 21- and 28-day-old HAm for 5min at 37°C in 0.5% Trypsin-

EDTA solution (Invitrogen), passing the cell suspension twice through a 21-gauge needle 

(Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ), fixing the cells in 2% paraformaldehyde for 20 

min at 4°C, staining adipocyte-specific lipid droplets by incubation for 30min in ice-cold 

PBS containing 1 µg/ml Nile red (stock solution of 1mg/ml Nile red in DMSO) and 

analyzing the cell population using a Cytomics FC500 flow cytometer with Beckman 

CXP analysis software (Beckman Coulter, Miami, FL) set to 488 nm  (excitation) and 

575nm (emission). The mean fluorescence of 5,000 Nile red-stained HAm-derived cells 

was indicated relative to HPAm-derived control populations.  

 Western blot analysis. To prepare whole-cell extracts, microtissues were washed 

twice with ice-cold PBS (Invitrogen) and resuspended in fresh lysis buffer (50mM 

TrisCl, 150mM NaCl, 0.02% sodium azide, 0.1% SDS, 1mM 

Phenylmethanesulphonylfluoride [PMSF], 1×Complete EDTA-free [protease inhibitor 
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cocktail tablets, Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany], 1% Triton X-100, 1% 

sodium deoxycholate, 2mM EDTA, 30mM DTT) pre-cooled to 4°C. Cells were disrupted 

by gently rocking on an orbital shaker (Thermomixer comfort, Eppendorf, Hamburg, 

Germany) for 30 minutes at 4°C and by passing the lysate several times through a 20-

gauge needle (0.9mm diameter). Finally, the lysate was centrifuged at 14,000×g for 15 

minutes at 4°C and the supernatant stored at -80°C. Prior to resolution on a 10% (wt/vol) 

SDS-PAGE, the proteins in the whole-cell extracts or the cell culture supernatants were 

denaturated by boiling for 5 minutes in loading buffer (10% glycerol, 50mM Tris-HCl, 

1% SDS and 0.005% bromophenol blue). Proteins were then blotted onto polyvinylidene 

difluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore, Bedford, MA), which were subsequently 

blocked using 5% non-fat powdered milk (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA) in 

PBS for one hour. Blots were probed with specific primary antibodies (HA-probe: rabbit 

polyclonal, cat. no. sc-805, lot no. 2405, Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., Santa Cruz, CA; 

HisTag: mouse monoclonal, cat. no. 70796-3, lot no. N56036, Novagen, Madison, WI) 

followed by the appropriate horseradish peroxidase-coupled secondary antibody (cat. no. 

NA934V (anti-rabbit) or NA931V (anti-mouse), Amersham Bioscience, Piscataway, NJ, 

USA). Visualization was performed using an ECL detection kit (cat. no. RPN 2132, 

Amersham Bioscience) and a ChemieLux imager (Intas Science Imaging Instruments 

GmbH, Goettingen, Germany). 

 Quantification and visualization of lipid accumulation and calcium 

incorporation. Following 20 minutes fixation in 2% paraformaldehyde, lipid 

accumulation was quantified by incubating 10 minutes in 3mg/ml oil red O (Fluka, 

Buchs, Switzerland). Unincorporated dye was removed by washing once with 60% 

isopropanol and several times with dH2O. To extract the oil red O from the lipid droplets, 

microtissues were incubated in 100% isopropanol and shaken slowly at 800 rpm for 30 

min. The concentration of oil red O in the supernatant was determined by quantifying the 

absorbance at 492 nm. For lipid droplet visualization, the fixed microtissues were stained 

in 100 µg/ml Nile red (Sigma Chemicals), dissolved in acetone, for 20 minutes. After 

washing several times in PBS, the microtissues were co-stained with 1µg/ml 4’,6-

diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, OR) for 5 min in the 

dark prior to confocal laser scanning microscopy. To detect calcium formation, alizarin 
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red (Fluka) staining was carried out on microtissues fixed with 70% ice-cold ethanol. The 

fixed microtissues were incubated at room temperature for 10 min in 40 mM Alizarin red 

adjusted to pH 4.2 with 10% ammonium hydroxide. The microtissues were then washed 

three times with dH2O and then once with PBS. Positive alizarin red microtissues were 

visualized by light microscopy. After microscope visualization, microtissues were 

incubated by gently shaking in 1ml 10% CPC (cetylpyridinium chloride; Sigma-Fine 

Chemicals) dissolved in 10mM sodium phosphate at pH 7.0 for 1h at room temperature. 

The dye was then extracted and 200 µl aliquots were transferred to a transparent 96-well 

plate to quantify absorbance at 492 nm (2 mol of Ca2+/ mol of dye in solution) 36, 37. 

Mineralization was visualized by incubating (37°C, 5% CO2, rocking) microtissues 

overnight in 60µM Calcein blue (stock solution of 30mM Calcein blue [Sigma] in 100 

mM KOH). 

 Immunofluorescence analysis. Imunofluorescence-based analysis was 

performed as described elsewhere 38 by using the primary antibodies specific for human 

osteopontin (mouse monoclonal, Cat. No. MAB1433, R&D Systems Inc., Minneapolis, 

MN), human osteocalcin (rabbit polyclonal, Cat. No. 7060-0017, AbD Serotec, 

Duesseldorf, Germany), human collagen type I (mouse monoclonal, Cat. No. C2456, 

Sigma Chemicals), human Preadipocyte factor 1 (pref-1/DLK, goat polyclonal, Cat. No. 

sc-8624, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), Tubulin-α Ab-2 (mouse monoclonal, Cat. No. MS-

581-P1, Neomarkers, Fremont, CA), His-Tag (mouse monoclonal, Cat. No. 70796-3, 

Novagen) and HA-Tag (rabbit polyclonal, Cat. No. sc-805, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). 

For primary antibody detection Cy3-coupled secondary anti-mouse antibodies (Jackson 

Immunochemicals, West Grove, PA)Cy5-coupled anti-rabbit antibodies and Cy2-coupled 

anti-goat antibodies (Jackson Immunochemicals) were used. All samples were co-stained 

with DAPI (Molecular Probes Inc.) for nucleus localization.  

Microscopy. Confocal imaging was done with a fluorescence microscope 

equipped with oil immersion objectives (40×/63×) and a confocal scanner (Zeiss LSM 

510; Carl Zeiss AG, Feldbach, Switzerland) with a two-photon laser featuring a 

chameleon MP, argon and helium-neon laser. Images were obtained with BP 565-615 

filter for Cy3 dye or BP 600-710 filter for Cy5 dye; a BP 390-465 filter was used for 

DAPI and Calcein blue detection. Image acquisition was performed by multitracking the 
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different filters and processed by Zeiss LSM software with a 3D multichannel image 

processor (Bitplane, AG, Zurich, Switzerland (Messerli et al. 1993)). Fluorescent images 

were acquired by means of a Leica AF6000 system equipped with a DMI 6000B 

microscope and a DFC350 FX digital camera (Leica Microsystems AG, Glattburg, 

Switzerland). Phase-contrast images were taken by a standard Leica light microscope 

(Leica DMIL, Leica Microsystems AG) and a Cannon digital camera (Power shot S50). 

 Quantitative RT-PCR. Total RNA was isolated from one 60-well plate 

containing microtissues in triplicates with a RNeasy plus mini kit (Qiagen AG, 

Hombrechtikon, Switzerland), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Reverse 

transcription and relative quantification of (i) human peroxisome proliferator activated 

receptor γ (PPARγ; acc. no: NM_138712; forward primer, 5’-

GGCTTCATGACAAGGGAGTTTC-3’; reverse primer, 5’-

AACTCAAACTTGGGCTCCATAAAG-3’; and a probe labeled with 5’FAM and 

3’TAMRA dyes, 5’-AAAGAGCCTGCGAAAGCCTTTTGGTG-3’), (ii) human 

lipoprotein lipase (LPL; acc. no: NM_000237; forward primer, 5’-

TGTGGTGGACTGGCTGTCA-3’; reverse primer, 5’-

CTGTCCCACCAGTTTGGTGTAG-3’; and a probe labeled with 5’FAM and 3’TAMRA 

dyes, 5’-CAGGAGCATTACCCAGTGTCCGCG-3’), (iii) human core-binding factor-1 

(Cbfa1; acc. no: NM_001024630; forward primer, 5’-

AGTGATTTAGGGCGCATTCCT-3’; reverse primer, 5’-GGAGGGCCGTGGGTTCT-

3’; and a probe labeled with 5’FAM and 3’TAMRA dyes, 5’-

ATCCCAGTATGAGAGTAGGTGTCCCGCC -3’), (iv) human osteocalcin (OC; acc. 

no: NM_199173; forward primer, 5’-AGCAAAGGTGCAGCCTTTGT-3’; reverse 

primer, 5’-GCGCCTGGGTCTCTTCACT-3’; and a probe labeled with 5’FAM and 

3’TAMRA, 5’-CCAAGCAGGAGGGCAGCGAGG-3’), and of (v) human preadipocyte 

factor-1 (pref-1; acc. no: NM_003836; forward primer, 5’-

AGAACCTGCTGCTTCAGTACAACA-3’; reverse primer, 5’-

TGAAGGTGGTCATGTCGATCTT-3’; add a probe labeled with 5’FAM and 3’TAMRA 

dyes, 5’-CTGGCCGTCAACATCATCTTCCCC-3’) mRNAs were performed in a two-

step RT-PCR reaction using TaqMan reverse transcription reagents (cat. no. N808-0234, 

Applied Biosystems, NJ, USA). Relative quantification was performed with an Applied 
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Biosystems 7500 real-time PCR device. All samples were standardized using a 18s-RNA 

specific transcript assay (cat. no. 4308329, Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). All primers 

were purchased from Sigma Genosys (Sigma). 

 Quantification of the mineralization rate. To assess matrix mineralization, one 

60-well plate containing microtissues was plated in triplicate into one well of a 24-well 

suspension plates (cat.no, 662102, Greiner Bio-one) and incubated in 46.25KBq/ml of 

Ca-45 (Amersham Bioscience) for 6 hours. After labeling, the cells were washed three 

times with PBS and lysed by incubating in 0.5ml 70% formic acid (Fluka) for 60 minutes 

at 65°C. Cell lysates were transferred to 3.5ml scintillation solution and the radioactivity 

of the aliquots was scored for 10 minutes in a Beta-Counter (Beta IV, Kontron 

Instruments, Watford, UK). 

 Transmission electron microscopy. Tissue samples were fixed by immersion in 

PBS (Invitrogen) containing 2.5% glutaraldheyde. Tissue blocks were postfixed in 

osmium tetroxide, block-stained using uranyl acetate, dehydrated by sequential 

incubation in increasing ethanol concentrations, and embedded in Epon 812 according to 

the method of Djonov et. al. 39(all chemicals from Merck Eurolab AG, Dietikon, 

Switzerland). Semi-thin 1µm sections were stained with toluidine blue and visualized by 

an Olympus Vanox BHS light microscope (Olympus AG, Volketswil, Switzerland). 

Ultra-thin sections of 80-90nm were cut with a diamond knife and picked up on Formvar-

coated (polyvinyl formal; Fluka Chemie AG, Buchs, Switzerland) copper grids, double-

stained with lead citrate (Merk Eurolab AG) and uranyl acetate, and monitored on a 

Philips EM 400 electron microscope (FEI AG, Zurich, Switzerland).  

 

Results 
 Differentiation of human primary preadipocytes into adipocytes in 3D 

microtissue cultures 

Previous experiments with monolayer cultures demonstrated that preadipocytes 

can differentiate into adipocytes within two weeks when cultivated under specific 

conditions 24. To assess the differentiation capacity in a 3D microtissue environment 

relative to isogenic monolayer cultures, we assembled human primary preadipocytes into 

microtissues (HPAm) and cultivated them in AM for up to one month (HAm) (Fig. 2A). 
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Adipocyte-specific differentiation was demonstrated by accumulation of triglyceride-

containing lipid droplets (Fig. 2CD). In contrast, control HPAm did not form any lipid 

vacuoles when cultured in standard cell culture media (Fig. 2B). Ultrastructural analysis 

of HAm revealed a population of active adipocytes in their adipogenic differentiation 

process (lipid containing cells) (Fig. 2D) and preadipocytes (fibroblast-like cells) (Fig. 

2E). 

 
Figure 2: Gravity-enforced self-assembly of 2,000 preadipocytes to microtissues cultured for (A) one week 

in DMEM (HPAm) and for (B) two weeks in AM (HAm). (C) Toluidine blue-stained semi-thin section of 

HAm. (D,E) Transmission electron microscopy of HAm reveals (D) multiple lipid droplets (asterisk) 

characteristic for a developing adipose tissue. High number of lisosomes (arrows) and mitochondria 

(arrowhead) show an active tissue due to adipogenic differentiation. ×10,000. (E) Fibroblasts like 

preadipocytes containing many organelles (asterisk) characteristic of active cells. Magnification ×4,600. 

 

After one week in culture, HAm already exhibited considerable lipid 

accumulation compared to non-differentiated control microtissues (HPAm) (Fig. 3A). 

The number of adipocytes in HAm was measured, after trypsin-induced dissociation and 

Nile red-based staining of adipocyte-specific lipid droplets, by FACS-mediated single-
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cell analysis revealing 50% adipocytes in 7-day old and 65% in 28-day old HAm, 

respectively (Fig. 3BC). Adipocyte-specific differentiation was also confirmed by 

profiling microtissues for expression of adipose-specific genes and transcription factors. 

The peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ), a master switch transcription 

factor of adipogenesis 16, and lipoprotein lipase (LPL), an adipocyte-specific enzyme 

hydrolyzing lipids in lipoproteins 40, both increased 8- and 256-fold, respectively in 

microtissues incubated for seven days in AM compared to HPAm  (Fig. 3D). While the 

PPARγ levels remain 8-fold higher when the microtissues are cultivated beyond 1 week 

in AM, the expression of LPL gene is partly reduced and levels off at a 32-fold increase 

compared to HPAm (Fig. 3D). 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Characterization of adipocyte differentiation. (A) Confocal images with Nile red-specific staining 

of HPAm and HAm cultivated for 7 days. (B) FACS-based quantification of Nile red-stained adipocytes in 

HAm cultivated for up to four weeks relative to HPAm (%). (C) FACS-based quantification of Nile red-

stained adipocytes in HPAm and HAm cultivated for 7 and 28 days (FU, fluorescence units). (D) 

Quantification of PPARγ and LPL mRNA expression levels by qRT-PCR. Results are expressed as the fold 

change variation (2-ΔΔCt ) of PPARγ and Lipoprotien Lipase (LPL) gene expression over time in adipose-like 

microtissues (HAm) compared to microtissues consisting predominantly of preadipocytes (HPAm). For 
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each sample the results were normalized to the endogenous control 18S (18S of the ribosomal RNA). 

(scalebar = 100 µm). 
 

Transdifferentiation of human adipose-like spheroids to osteo-like microtissues 

 Capitalizing on the significant number of adipocytes after one week in culture, we 

evaluated the transdifferentiation efficiency of seven-day old HAm towards the 

osteoblastic lineage. HAm were transduced with third-generation self-inactivating 

lentiviral particles encoding: (i) bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP-2; pBP253, 5’LTR-

ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-BMP-2-HAtag-3’LTRΔU3) or (ii) ΔFosB (pCD4, 5’LTR-ψ+-

oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-ΔFosB-HisTag-3’LTRΔU3) (Fig. 4A). Three days after 

transduction, BMP-2 and ΔFosB expression in transduced HAm and monolayer 

preadipocytes was demonstrated by the Western blot analysis (BMP-2 [Fig. 4B]; ΔFosB 

[Fig. 4E]) and fluorescence imaging (BMP-2 [Fig. 4C]; ΔFosB [Fig. 4F]), respectively. In 

contrast, neither BMP-2 nor ΔFosB expression could be detected in mock-transduced 

microtissues (BMP-2 [Fig. 4B and 4D]; ΔFosB [Fig. 4E and 4G].  
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Figure 4: BMP-2 or ΔFosB expression of HAm transduced with pBP253- or pCD4-derived lentiviral 

particles. (A) Diagram of pBP253- and pCD4-derived lentiviral vectors encoding human BMP-2 and 

mouse ΔFosB, respectively, driven by a strong constitutive human elongation factor 1α promoter (PhEF-1α) 

and terminated by an enhancer-free 3’ long terminal repeat (3’LTRΔU3). (B) Western blot analysis of culture 

supernatant of HAm transduced with pBP253-derived lentiviral particles  and (C,D) immunofluorescence 

of (C) transduced pBP253-derived lentiviral particles  and (D) non-transduced confluent HPA. (E) Western 

blot analysis of whole-cell extracts from HAm transduced with pCD4-derived lentiviral particles and (F,G) 

immunofluorescence of (F) transduced pCD4-derived lentiviral particles and (G) non-transduced confluent 

HPA. Experiments were performed 72h post-transduction. 

 

 Two days post-transduction with either pBP253- or pCD4-derived lentiviral 

particles or a combination of both, HAm were harvested and cultivated in OM for up to 

one month. Since the ability to deposit calcium in the extracellular matrix determines the 

functional characteristic of osteoblasts, we stained the matrix with alizarin red to detect 

and quantify calcium accumulation after cultivation in OM for seven and twenty-one 

days. All combinations (OM, OM BMP-2, OM ΔFosB, and OM BMP-2+ΔFosB) 

eventually showed a much higher alizarin red concentration compared to microtissues 

cultured in AM (HAm) (Fig. 5A). However, after seven days, ΔFosB-transduced 

microtissues exhibited 6-fold higher calcium accumulation, displaying an accelerated 

differentiation process to osteoblasts compared to non-transduced microtissues maturing 

in OM. Whereas ΔFosB and BMP-2+ΔFosB were scored as the highest with regard to 

calcium concentration, OM and BMP-2 were the lowest. After cultivation for twenty-one 

days in OM, insignificant differences were observed among the five analyzed 

combinations (OM, OM BMP-2, OM ΔFosB, and OM BMP-2+ΔFosB) (Fig. 5A). 

Macroscopic imaging of alizarin red staining exhibited an intense red color, while 

negative micrographs were deep violet in color (Fig. 5B-L). 
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Figure 5: Characterization of calcium deposit formation in transgenic HAm during induction of 

transdifferentiation. (A) Alizarin red extraction to quantify calcium content of HAm, non-transduced HAm 

cultivated in OM and transduced HAm cultivated in OM (OM BMP-2, OM ΔFosB, and OM BMP-

2+ΔFosB) after 7 and 21 days. The positive control is represented by HOm (human osteoblast-derived 

microtissues cultivated in OM for two weeks). (B-L) Alizarin red-mediated staining of calcium formation 
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of non-transduced and transduced HAm cultivated for (B-E) 7 days and (F-I) 21 days in OM. (J,K) 

Negative controls and (L) positive control. (scalebar = 100 µm). 
 

Quantification of the lipid content of ΔFosB- and BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced 

microtissues revealed a reduction of 37%±2 in the number of lipid-containing cells after 

21 days in OM from the beginning of the transdifferentiation process (HAm 7days) (Fig. 

6A). Whereas BMP-2-transduced microtissues showed a 16% point reduction, non-

transduced microtissues displayed a similar number of adipocytes after 21 days in OM 

than at the beginning of the transdifferentiation (HAm, 7 days) (Fig. 6A). HAm, cultured 

for a total of 28 days in AM (100% of lipid-containing cells in the microtissues), showed 

92% more lipid-containing cells than ΔFosB and BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced microtissues 

cultured for 21 days in OM (Fig. 6A). Confocal laser scanning microscopy of Nile red 

supports the data from the oil red O quantification showing a reduction in the number of 

lipid droplets but, in some combinations (OM BMP-2 and OM ΔFosB), an increase in the 

size of the lipid vacuoles over time (Fig. 6B-I).  
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Figure 6: Characterization of lipid accumulation in transgenic HAm during induction of 

transdifferentiation. (A) Oil red O extraction to quantify lipid-containing cells of non-transduced and 

transduced HAm cultivated in OM for 7 and 21 days. The positive controls are represented by HAm 

cultured for one and four weeks in AM. (B-I) Nile red-mediated staining of lipid content of all HAm 

derivatives cultivated for (B-E) seven and (F-I) 21 days in OM. Triglyceride contained in lipid droplets is 

shown in red and nuclei are shown in blue. (scalebar = 100 µm). 

 

Gene expression profiling of transdifferentiating human adipose-like microtissues to 

osteo-like microtissues 

The aforementioned experiments demonstrated that microtissues are a functional 

and adequate environment for the transdifferentiation of adipocytes towards an 

osteoblastic phenotype, in which ΔFosB appears to play an enhancing role. Throughout 

the transdifferentiation of our transgenic HAm, we examined the expression level of two 

genetic markers specific for the adipocyte phenotype, PPARγ and LPL, and two genetic 

markers specific for the osteoblast phenotype, Cbfa1 and OC. The expression profile of 
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genes encoding adipose markers were down-regulated during the osteogenic conversion 

compared with HAm cultured in AM (Fig. 7AB), while the osteoblastic markers were, in 

general, up-regulated (Fig. 7CD). Seven days after adding OM, ΔFosB-transgenic 

microtissues showed a two-fold decrease in PPARγ; on the other hand the Cbfa1 

transcription factor increased 180-fold, indicating a superior osteogenic activity than 

adipogenic (Fig. 7AC). The expression profile of the lipoprotein lipase and osteocalcin 

supported this showing seven-fold decrease and an increase of six-fold, respectively (Fig. 

7BD). Furthermore, Cbfa1 mRNA levels were up-regulated up to four times higher (OM 

and BMP-2+ΔFosB) as early as one day after adding OM (two days after lentiviral 

transduction) followed by a sharp increase in expression on day 7 of up to 180-fold 

(ΔFosB) and 32-fold (BMP-2+ΔFosB) (Fig. 7C), consistent with the increase of 

osteocalcin levels that were up to six times higher (ΔFosB and BMP-2+ΔFosB) (Fig. 7D). 

After a week in culture the Cbfa1 levels decreased considerably, causing a reduction in 

the expression of the osteocalcin gene (Fig. 7CD). Down-regulation of PPARγ was up to 

eight times higher in BMP-2-transduced microtissues after one month in culture (Fig. 

7A), while levels of LPL expression were down-regulated by a factor of 8 in ΔFosB-

transduced microtissues (Fig. 7B). 
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Figure 7: Gene expression profiling during the transdifferentiation process. (A) PPARγ (peroxisome 

proliferator activated receptor γ), (B) LPL (lipoprotein lipase), (C) Cbfa1 (core-binding factor-1), and (D) 

OC (osteocalcin) mRNA levels were quantified over the cultivation time by qRT-PCR. mRNA levels are 

expressed relative to HAm at the equivalent time points with endogenous 18s rRNA used to normalize 

samples. 
 

Morphological conversion from human adipose-like to osteo-like microtissues 

To demonstrate that adipose-like microtissues convert their ECM into a bone-like 

matrix, we examined the expression of the osteoblast-specific ECM protein osteopontin 

(also referred to as bone sialoprotein) and osteocalcin, a determinant of bone formation 29, 

41 (Fig. 8). Furthermore, collagen type I, the main component of bone extracellular matrix 
14, 42, was also assessed (Fig. 9). Detailed analysis of osteopontin, osteocalcin and 

collagen type I by 3D projection imaging of z-stacks taken with a confocal laser scanning 

microscope revealed the capability of transgenic BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced HAm, 

cultivated for 21 days in OM, to convert even the extracellular matrix environment to an 

osteoblastic phenotype. All four transduction combinations (OM, OM BMP-2, OM 

ΔFosB, and OM BMP-2+ΔFosB) showed an increase in osteogenic markers over time. 

Interestingly, during the first week minute amounts of osteocalcin protein were localized 

in the basement of lipid droplets (Fig. 8A-D) but none were found in mature HAm (Fig 

8J). High production of osteopontin was observed after three weeks in all combinations 

(OM, OM BMP-2, OM ΔFosB, and OM BMP-2+ΔFosB), whereas osteocalcin 

production was only enhanced in transgenic microtissues (OM BMP-2, OM ΔFosB, and 

OM BMP-2+ΔFosB) (Fig. 8E-H) and in HOm (Fig. 8K). 
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Figure 8: (A-K) Immunofluorescence-based characterization of HAm produced by gravity-enforced self-

assembly and induced to transdifferentiate into osteoblast-like microtissues for (A-D) 7 and (E-H) 21 days 

in OM. Non-transduced HAm cultured in OM for (A) 7 and (E) 21 days. Lentivirus-transduced HAm 

cultivated in OM for (B-D) 7 and (F-H) 21 days. (I) Non-transduced HPAm cultured in DMEM media for 

seven days. (J) Non-transduced HAm cultured in AM for 14 days. (K) HOm cultured in OM for 14 days. 

Osteoblast-specific extracellular matrix proteins were visualized by immunohistologic staining specific for 

osteopontin (red) and osteocalcin (green). Nuclei were stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 

blue). (I) Negative controls are represented by HPAm and (J) HAm microtissues. (K) Human osteoblast 

microtissues are shown as the positive control. (scalebar = 100 µm). 

 

In contrast, collagen type I was highly expressed in HOm 31 (Fig. 9K) but less so 

in BMP-2+ΔFosB-transgenic microtissues after cultivation for 21 days in OM (Fig. 9H), 

suggesting that three weeks after initiation of the transdifferentiation process, the 

adaptation of the ECM to bone-like matrix was still incomplete. Collagen type I 

production was shown to be less significant among OM, OM BMP-2, and OM ΔFosB 

microtissues after 21 days in OM (Fig. 9E-G) as well as during the first week of culture 
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(Fig. 9A-D). A considerable amount of collagen type I was observed in the ECM of 

HPAm (Fig. 9I), but none was found in HAm (Fig. 9J). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9: Three-dimensional confocal micrograph projection of HAm induced to transdifferentiate into 

osteoblast-like microtissues for (A-D) 7 and for (E-H) 21 days in OM. Non-transduced HAm cultured in 

OM for (A) 7 and (E) 21  days. Lentivirus-transduced HAm cultivated in OM for (B-D) 7 and (E-H) 21 

days. (I) Non-transduced HPAm cultured in DMEM for seven days. (J) Non-transduced HAm cultured in 

AM for 14 days. (K) HOm cultured in OM for 14 days. Osteoblast-specific collagenous matrix was 

visualized by immunohistologic staining specific for collagen type I (red). Nuclei were stained with 4’,6-

diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, blue). (scalebar = 100 µm) 

 

Calcium mineralization rate during the transdifferentiation process of adipose-like 

to osteo-like microtissues  

Osteoblast-specific function is characterized by incorporation of calcium during 

bone maturation, which results in matrix mineralization 14, 31. Therefore we examined the 

incorporation of radioactive-labeled calcium (Ca-45) over 28 days in culture normalized 
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to HAm. A significant increase was observed during the first week in culture (Fig. 10A). 

Calcium incorporation in BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced microtissues increased during 

another 14 days in culture. However, after one month, mineralization was slightly 

reduced, which could be attributed to a decline in cellular viability (Fig. 10A). ΔFosB- 

and BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced microtissues exhibited a 10-fold increase in Ca-45 uptake 

after three-weeks in culture. BMP-2-transduced and non-transduced microtissues 

presented a similar, five-fold increase, demonstrating only a minor effect of osteogenesis 

when BMP-2 is expressed alone in the cells. Light microscopy images already 

demonstrated a morphological transformation from HAm to HOm (Fig. 10B-G). 

Osteoblast-mediated mineralized calcium deposition, referred to as bone nodule 

formation, was observed in BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced microtissues (Fig. 10F) as well as 

in HOm (Fig. 10G) 43. 
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Figure 10: Mineralization quantification of HAm induced to transdifferentiate into osteoblast-like 

microtissues. (A) Uptake of radioactively labeled calcium (Ca-45) was determined over time in non-

transduced and transduced microtissues with lentiviral particles encoding BMP-2 and/or ΔFosB. Ca-45 

concentration was measured for 10min and all values were normalized by RNA tissue concentration. The 

results depict CPM (counts per minute) relative to HAm cultured in AM. Morphological characterization of 

HAm cultured (B) in AM for 21 days , (C) non-transduced microtissues cultured in OM for 21 days , (C-F) 

transduced-microtissues (OM BMP-2, OM ΔFosB and OM BMP-2+ΔFosB) cultured in OM for 21 days  

and (G) HOm cultured in OM for 14 days. Visualization of mineralized bone-like nodule formation 

(arrows) in (F) BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced microtissues , similar to (G) the positive control represented by 

osteoblast-forming microtissues (HOm, G).  

 

Ultrastructural analysis of BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced microtissues (Fig. 11A) 

demonstrated bone nodule formation (BN) (Fig. 11B). Bone nodules are surrounded by 

high number of mitochondria, which supports the energy demanding process required for 

a transdifferentiation process 43 (Fig. 11B). Remaining lipid droplets showed more 

unsaturated fatty acid content (grey color) due to their maturation (asterisk, Fig. 11A). A 

mineralization front can be appreciated (arrows, Fig. 11A) which indicates microspicules 

(MSp) development 31 (Fig. 11C) and collagen-like fibers formation suggesting the 

development of a bone-like ECM 44 (Fig. 11D).  
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Figure 11: Ultrastructural analysis of BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced microtissues cultivated for 21 days in 

OM. (A) Transmission electron micrographs reveal an hybrid tissue, where remaining lipid droplets 

(asterisks) and osteoblast-specific structures (boxes) are present. Microspicules mineralization front 

(arrows). Magnification ×7,200. (B) Bone nodule (BN) formation and lipid droplets (asterisk) surrounded 

by a high number of mitochondria (arrowhead). Magnification ×20,000. (C) Microspicules (MSp) 

(crystalline structures) surrounding a lipid droplet (asterisk). Magnification ×42,000. (D) Collagen-like 

fibers. Magnification ×13,600. 

 

 In order to assess the time dependency of the transdifferentiation potential of 

engineered HAm, microtissues were cotransduced with pBP253- and pCD4-derived 

lentiviral particles after 7, 14 and 21 days of cultivation in AM. After another 21 days of 

cultivation in OM, analysis of mineralization by Calcein blue staining and adipogenesis 

by Nile red staining revealed that the ability of BMP-2- and ΔFosB-induced 

transdifferenetiation was independent of the time point of adipogenic maturation. BMP-

2+ΔFosB-transduced microtissues showed higher matrix mineralization and lower lipid 

formation than non-transduced microtissues whether transduced at days 7, 14 or 21 of 

adipocyte differentiation (Fig. 12). In some instances, the mineralized matrix was 
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covering the lipid vesicles (Fig. 12DHL), thereby reducing the size of the the fat droplets 

(Fig. 12L).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12: Time dependence studies of the trandifferentiation capacity of (A-D) 7-, (E-H) 14-, (I-L) 21-

day-old HAm (AB,EF and IJ) non-transduced and (CD, GH, KL) transduced with BMP-2- and ΔFosB- 

derived lentiviral particles. (A, C, E, G, I and K) Three-dimensional (B, D, F, H, J and L) and sections of 

confocal micrographs showing matrix mineralization (Calcein blue; blue), lipid droplets (Nile red; red) and 

cytoskeleton (F-actin, green). Colocalization of Calcein blue and Nile red (arrows). (M) HPAm and (N) 

HAm cultivated for 21 and (O) HOm cultivated for 14 days (scalebar= 50 µm). 
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ΔFosB induces preadipopcyte factor 1 in differentiated adipocytes 

 In order to better characterize the hybrid cell state containing adipocyte-specific 

lipid droplets as well as osteblast-specific ECM structures we profiled expression of the 

preadipocyte factor 1 (pref-1), which was reported to be exclusively expressed in 

preadipocytes 45. HAm transduced only with ΔFosB showed 350-fold higher Pref-1 

expression after 7 days of transdifferation, while BMP-2 and mock-transduced 

microtissues did not exhibit a dramatic change in pref-1 expression levels (Fig. 13A). 

Pref-1-specific confocal micrographs of BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced HAm confirmed 

these results (Fig. 13C-E) and showed that pref-1 co-localized with adipocyte-specific 

Nile red staining (Fig. 13DE). This observation suggests that adipocytes are partially de-

differentiated into a hybrid adipocyte/preadipocyte cell state which is then able to also 

develop osteo-like structures after 21 days (Fig. 13G-I). 
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Figure 13: Expression of preadipocyte factor 1 (Pref-1) in differentiating microtissues. (A) qRT-PCR-

based profiling of pref-1 in transdifferentiating HAm for up to 4 weeks. Pref-1-specific (green) 

immunofluorescence micrographs of (B and F) non-tranduced microtissues cultured in OM, (C-E and G-I), 

BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced microtissues cultured for 21 days in OM, (J) native HPAm and (K) HAm 

cultivated for 7 days. (B-E) Pref-1 (green) co-stained with Nile red (red) after 7 days of transdifferentiation. 

(F-I) Pref-1 (green) co-stained with osteocalcin (blue) after 21 days of transdifferentiation. Lipid droplets 

(asterisk). (scalebar = 50 µm). 

 

Discussion  
 Transdifferentiation is the conversion of a differentiated cell type into another 

mature differentiated cell type. Transdifferentiation is a rare natural event as exemplified 

by the transdifferentiation of iris cells into lens cells in salamander 46. In-vitro studies 

have also established the potential of pancreatic AR42J-B13 cells to transdifferentiate 

into hepatocytes 47 and vice versa 48. Furthermore, mesenchymal cells (MCS), which 

have started to differentiate into a particular lineage could transdifferentiate into another 
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mesenchymal lineage, such as myoblasts into adipocytes 49 or osteoblasts into adipocytes 
50. Of particular interest is the transdifferentiation of adipocytes into osteoblasts, which 

has a potential impact on a number of age-associated diseases, such as osteoporosis 8, 9, 51.  

 3D cell culture models, which present a platform for studying the molecular 

signals and the morphogenetic conversion involved in metaplasia, offer new 

opportunities to evaluate transdifferentiation processes. It is known that the immediate 

microenvironment and three-dimensional organization are important factors during 

differentiation in general and, in particular, in osteogenic differentiation, where they 

produce most of the proteins of the extracellular matrix (ECM) and thus control 

mineralization 31, 52. Mesenchymal stem cells differentiate and transdifferentiate in 

response to changes in the microenvironment and to signals in the ECM 53. Critically, this 

matrix is reduced and modified when cells are cultivated in conventional two-

dimensional cultures 19, 20. Furthermore, the ECM plays a crucial role not only during 

skeletal development, but also in the differentiation of adipose tissue 21. Therefore, 3D 

cell culture systems may provide further insight into differentiation and 

transdifferentiation processes of these connective-tissue cells.  

 Since terminally differentiated adipocytes float ontop of any cell culture media 

they are unable to self-assemble into microtissues in hanging drops. However, 

monodispersed human primary preadipocyte cells, which aggregate into spheroids by 

gravity-enforced self-assembly in hanging-drops, develop into coherent fat-like tissue in 

vitro, thus indicating that microtissues could be a viable alternative for adipogenic-related 

studies. 65% of the preadipocytes embedded in the microtissues were able to terminally 

differentiate into mature fat cells while the rest of the preadipocytes, most of which were 

located in the core of the microtissue with limited access to differentation inducers, 

remained uncommitted. Therefore, HAm replicate a more realistic differentiation 

scenario compared to 2D cultures since they consist of (i) a core feeder microtissue 

formed by preadipocytes (fibroblasts-like cells) and (ii) a peripheral cell layer/s 

consisting of multilocular and unilocular adipocytes. 2D cultures lack such mature 

unilocular adipocytes, most probably because of a reduction of the level of proteins 

needed for fusion of lipid vacuoles in standard cultures 10. Consequently, we have made 

use of differentiated HAm transduced with lentiviral vectors encoding BMP-2 (bone 
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morphogenetic protein 2) or ΔFosB (alternatively spliced form of the FosB transcript) 

together with a specific osteo-inductive media, in order to induce transdifferentiation 

from HAm to osteoblast-like microtissues. This resulted in the formation of bone-like 

microtissues, which was most successful when ΔFosB was expressed together with BMP-

2. This establishes that ΔFosB, the truncated version of the FosB gene, is a promising 

candidate for osteogenic conversion of adipocytes which is consistent with its known 

ability to induce osteoblast maturation and to inhibit adipogenesis in transgenic mice 27, 30, 

54. After seven days in OM, ΔFosB-transduced microtissues already exhibited up to a six-

fold increase in calcium content, which was not enhanced by the addition of BMP-2. 

Accordingly, Cbfa1 mRNA levels were up-regulated 180x after one week under 

osteogenic conditions, which correlated with the higher osteocalcin mRNA levels. 

Neither of these markers was enhanced in BMP-2 overexpressing adipocytes. In addition, 

one week after osteogenic-induction, the lipid content was visibly lower in ΔFosB and 

BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced microtissues compared with mock and BMP-2-transduced 

microtissues, signifying a negative adipogenic effect of ΔFosB. Quantification of lipid 

content by oil red O dye extraction and of a preadipocyte marker (pref-1) by qRT-PCR 

confirmed these observations, suggesting that adipocytes de-differentiate and then 

differentiate towards the osteogenic lineage as previously confirmed by Justesen et.al. 10. 

However, confocal microscopy of pref-1 on BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced microtissues 

indicated a “partial” de-differentiation since pref-1-expressing cells retained adipocyte-

specific Nile red staining. Therefore, whether adipocyte-forming microtissues must 

“completely” de-differentiate (de-lipidate) in order to be able to switch cell type or 

whether they traverse an intermediate hybrid state on their way to an osteogenic 

phenotype remains elusive. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and confocal 

microscopy reveals a hybrid phenotype in which fat droplets and osteoblast-specific 

markers co-exist in the adipocyte/osteoblast. Such a hybrid phenotype could be induced 

at any time of adipose-like microtissue maturation, suggesting that the ΔFosB-

transdifferentation capacity might be independent of adipogenic maturation state. These 

cells transform their extracellular matrix into a bone-like ECM, suggesting a direct 

conversion of adipocytes to osteoblasts. However, confocal microscopy also reveals co-

localization of pref-1 with lipid droplets and osteocalcin, which indicates that transgenic 
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HAm partially de-differentiate into a pref-1-expressing state while retaining adipocyte-

specific phenotype and subsequently adopting a bone-like extracellular matrix.  

 As shown by Alizarin red extraction, transgenic microtissues for BMP2 and 

ΔFosB incorporated similar amounts of dye as human primary osteoblast-composed 

microtissues (HOm) after cultivation for three weeks in OM medium. This suggests a 

similar degree of differentiation capacity of transgenic adipocytes and native osteoblasts. 

ΔFosB expression was also shown to enhance the expression of osteopontin and 

osteocalcin, the most common non-collagenous proteins of the bone ECM synthesized 

only by osteoblasts. The presence of osteocalcin appears to be in direct proportion to the 

calcification process, being located in the area of mineralization 55. Levels of osteopontin 

and osteocalcin in the transdifferentiated microtissues were comparable or even higher 

than in osteoblast-derived microtissues (HOm). After three weeks under osteogenesis-

promoting conditions, BMP-2 alone substantially increased osteocalcin expression, which 

however was not correlating with an increase in calcium mineralization (calcium 

incorporation), as previously reported by Ducy et al., where an increase of the bone 

function was found in osteocalcin-deficient mice 29. Bone ECM is essentially a 

collagenous matrix, in which the main component is collagen type I 14. Collagen type I is 

synthesized by osteoblasts as well as by fibroblasts, although only in bone tissue collagen 

is mineralized. HOm showed a very rich collagen type I and mineralized matrix, which 

was not found in transdifferentiated microtissues, suggesting that the previous tests 

(alizarin red, RT-PCR, and calcium incorporation rate) did not necessarily provide 

conclusive evidence of morphogenetic transformation. Careful characterization of the 

ECM is required in transdifferentiation studies. BMP-2+ΔFosB-transduced microtissues 

illustrated elevated production of collagen type I compared to BMP-2- or ΔFosB-

transduced microtissues, signifying that the ability of BMP-2 to induce the formation of 

osteoblast-specific ECM depends on the presence of other signaling molecules 16 such as 

ΔFosB. ΔFosB accelerated and improved osteogenesis by increasing the formation of 

calcium deposits after one week, thus decreasing adipogenic activity, and enhancing 

matrix mineralization. We suggest that osteo-like cell phenotypes observed in 21-day-old 

HAm co-transduced with BMP-2- and ΔFosB-derived lentiviral particles may originate 

either from uncommitted cells (about 50% at day 7 after transduction) directly 
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differentiating into osteoblasts 11 or partially de-differentiated adipocytes which traverse a 

hybrid cell state characterized by increased Pref-1 expression and reduced lipid droplet 

content and eventually develop osteo-specific markers. This does not exclude that some 

adipocytes may not attain an osteo-like cell phenotype as previously suggested 56.  

 The ability of engineering cell fate using 3D cell culture models will foster 

important advances in the understanding of age-related diseases and in the development 

of regenerative therapies. We were able to show for the first time that differentiated 

transgenic adipocytes transform their ECM into a bone-like matrix, thereby displaying a 

hybrid adipocyte/preadipocyte/osteoblast cell phenotype. These results suggested that 

ΔFosB partially de-differentiates adipocytes into a Pref-1-expressing preadipocyte-like 

cell phenotype which is sensitive to subsequent ΔFosB- and BMP-2-mediated bone-like 

differentiation. Therefore, we provide the first evidence that ΔFosB is a transcriptional 

regulator critical for the commitment of tissues of mesenchymal origin. In addition, we 

have demonstrated that ECM characterization is required for the in-depth study of 

functional and morphogenetic tissue-specific properties, thus presenting 3D culture as a 

key tool to monitor transdifferentiation processes and to gain new insight into processes 

controlling metaplasia.  
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Abstract  
A precise understanding of processes managing heterologous protein production 

in vitro and in vivo is essential for the manufacture of sophisticated biopharmaceuticals as 

well as for future gene therapy and tissue engineering initiatives. Capitalizing on the 

gravity-enforced self-assembly of monodispersed cells into coherent (multicellular) 

microtissues we studied heterologous protein production of microtissues and monolayers 

derived from cell lines and primary cells engineered/transduced for (i) constitutive, (ii) 

proliferation-controlled (iii) macrolide- or (iv) gas-inducible expression of the human 

placental secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) and of the Bacillus stearothermophilus-

derived secreted α-amylase (SAMY). Specific productivity of cells assembled in 

microtissues was up to 20-fold higher than isogenic monolayer cultures. Diffusion across 

microtissues could be further increased by HUVEC-mediated vascularization. As well as 

higher specific protein productivities, microtissues were also more efficient than 

monolayer cultures in assembling transgenic lentiviral particles. Our results showed that 

mammalian cells embedded in a tissue-like three-dimensional microenvironment exhibit 

increased production capacity. This observation should be considered for gene therapy 

and tissue engineering scenarios as well as for biopharmaceutical manufacturing. 

 

Introduction 
 Biopharmaceutical manufacturing is the science of producing large amounts of 

high-quality protein pharmaceuticals 1. Increases in production and quality have been 

achieved by optimizing the culture media and process parameters or by metabolic 

engineering of production cell lines for a higher growth rate, enhanced survival, desired 

glycosylation profiles and increased specific productivity 1-17. Most of today’s available 

biotechnologically relevant cell lines were derived from their host tissues and engineered 

and/or selected for indefinite attachment-dependent growth or proliferation in suspension 

and serum-free media 1. As a consequence of the missing tissue-specific intercellular 

crosstalk, the reduction of extracellular matrix components and a poor selection for 

optimal proliferation, monolayer cultures of established cell lines have often lost or 

changed their expression profiles 18-20 for specific antigens 21-25, adhesion molecules 

including integrins 26, 27, cadherins 28  and dystroglycans 29, cell surface proteoglycans 
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receptors such as syndecans, CD44 and thrombomodulin 30, cytoskeletal components 26, 31 

and the phosphorylation status of focal adhesion kinases 26, 32.  

 Although it is generally accepted that unrestricted proliferation of monodispersed 

cell lines is the key to modern biopharmaceutical manufacturing, it is intuitively clear that 

cells may not operate and produce at a maximum outside their tissue-specific 

microenvironment. Furthermore, most of the metabolic energy of proliferating cell lines 

is devoted to reproduction rather than to heterologous protein production. Controlled 

proliferation technology, enabling conditional G1-phase-specific growth arrest, was the 

first engineering strategy, which constrained heterologous protein production to a 

growth-arrested tissue-mimicking phase 2, 8, 9, 15. Proliferation-controlled cell cultures 

showed up to a 30-fold increase in specific productivity 8, 33, 34. Controlled proliferation 

technology exemplified that engineering strategies inspired by processes orchestrating 

three-dimensional (3D) cellular function may enable bioengineers to increase the 

performance of production cell lines 1. 

 To date, a variety of different three-dimensional cell culture technologies have been 

devised to study tissue function 35-37 as well as cancer-related pathologies and therapeutic 

opportunities 19, 38-43. However, the impact of a tissue-like 3D environment on specific 

protein productivity has never been studied from a bioengineering perspective.  

 In this study we have assembled a variety of transgenic cell lines and primary cells 

into microtissues and provide a rigorous comparative production analysis of monolayer 

and microtissue cultures, engineered or transduced for constitutive or regulated product 

gene expression. Microtissue-based production of lentiviral particles and heterologous 

protein secretion from vascularized microtissues 44, 45 has also been covered. Precise 

production management of heterologous proteins in microtissues will foster important 

advances in tissue engineering, gene therapy and biopharmaceutical manufacturing. 

 
Materials and Methods 

Cell culture. Baby hamster kidney cells (BHK-21, ATCC: CCL-10), human 

embryonic kidney cells (HEK293-T; 46), human hepatocellular carcinoma cells (HepG2, 

ATCC: HB-8056), human fibrosarcoma cells (HT-1080, ATCC: CCL-121), primary 

human aortic fibroblasts (HAF, 44) and normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDF, Cat. 
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No. C-12300; Lot 1070402, PromoCell, Heidelberg, Germany) were expanded in 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM, Invitrogen, Basel, Switzerland) 

supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS, Cat. No. 3302-P231902, Lot No. 

P231902, PAN biotech GmbH, Aidenbach, Germany). Human pre-adipocytes (HPA, Cat. 

No. SP-F-1, BioCat GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) were cultured in specific pre-

adipocyte medium (BioCat, Cat. No. PM-1). Human umbilical vein endothelial cells 

(HUVEC, Cat. No. C-12200, PromoCell) were expanded using endothelial cell growth 

medium (Cat. No. C-22010, PromoCell) containing Supplement Mix according to the 

provider’s protocol (Cat. No. C-39215, PromoCell). Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO-

K1, ATCC: CCL-61) were expanded in FMX-8 (Cell Culture Technologies GmbH, 

Zurich, Switzerland) supplemented with 5% FCS. 

The culture medium of transgenic CHO-K1 derivatives was supplemented with 

the following transgene-selecting or -inducing antibiotics: (i) CHO-WW162 (constitutive 

SEAP expression driven by the SV40 promoter), 60 µg/ml puromycin (Alexis 

Biochemicals, Lausen, Switzerland); (ii) CHO-E1-SEAP1 (erythromycin-inducible SEAP 

expression) 47, 400 µg/ml G418 (Calbiochem, Darmstadt, Germany), 100 µg/ml zeocin 

(Invitrogen) and 2µg/ml erythromycin (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland) for SEAP induction; 

(iii) AIRCHO-SEAP (transgenic for acetaldehyde-inducible SEAP expression) 48, 400 

µg/ml G418, 100 µg/ml puromycin and 50 µg/ml acetaldehyde (Fluka) to induce SEAP 

expression, (iv) CHO-SS1015 (transgenic for tetracycline-responsive SEAP and human 

p27Kip1 expression) 49 400 µg/ml G418, 6 µg/ml puromycin and 2.5 µg/ml tetracycline 

(Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis, MO, USA) to repress SEAP and p27Kip1 expression. For 

comparative protein production analysis, CHO-K1 and their derivatives were cultivated 

in FMX-8 supplemented with 10% horse serum (HS, Cat. No. 16050-122, Lot No. 

3036354D, Invitrogen). Additionally, ChoMaster HP-1 media (Cell Culture Technologies 

GmbH) was used as a high glucose media for productivity studies of CHO-WW162. All 

cell culture media were supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin solution (Sigma 

Chemicals), and the cells were cultivated at 37°C in a humid 5% CO2-containing 

atmosphere.  

Microtissue production. Monolayer cultures of desired cell types were 

trypsinized (PAN biotech GmbH) and seeded at indicated cell densities (Table I) into 60-
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well plates (HLA plate, Greiner Bio-One GmbH, Frickenhausen, Germany). In order to 

enable gravity-enforced microtissue formation in hanging drops, the 60-well plates were 

incubated upside down 50. Multicellular microtissues were generated in two steps: (i) The 

core feeder spheroid was produced by cultivation of NHDF for two days in hanging drops 

and (ii) then coated by adding of monodispersed HUVECs and cultivated for six days in 

hanging drops containing DMEM supplemented with 10% HuS (Human serum Typ AB, 

Cat. No. P30-2501, PAN biotech GmbH). Coated as well as non-coated control 

microtissues were harvested after eight days in culture and prepared for 

immunofluorescence-based analysis.  

The total cell number of microtissues was quantified following disassembly in 

cell dissociation solution (Sigma Chemicals) for 15 min at 37°C and 1200 rpm orbital 

shaking (Thermomixer Comfort, Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) using a CASY1 

counter (Schaerfe System, Reutlingen, Germany). The number of cells per layer of 

microtissue was calculated assuming three different packing densities (Table II).  
 

Table I. Transduction of different monolayer and microtissue cultures using transgenic lentiviral particles 

Cell type Origin IC 2D 
[cell/cm2] 

FC 2D 
[cell/cm2] 

IC 3D 
[cell/well] 

FC3D 
[cell/well] 

I∅ 3D 
(µm) 

F∅ 3D 
(µm) 

Viable Cells 
2D/3D % 

BHK-21 Hamster 2.1×104 3.1×105± 
6.3×104 1.5×103 1.5×103± 

4×103 220±22 256±24 65/60 

CHO-K1 Hamster 2.1×104 6.6×105± 
2.7×105 1.5×103 1.5×104± 

4.7×104 480±24 392±57 76/91 

HEK-293T Human 2.1×104 2.1×105± 
1.8×105 1×103 1.3×104± 

1.4×103 310±2 455±37 85/80 

HepG2 Human 2.1×104 2.4×105± 
1.1×105 5×102 2×103± 

1×103 275±30 355±54 55/89 

HT-1080 Human 2.1×104 2.7×105± 
5.5×104 1.5×103 1.5×103± 

3.5×102 265±3 260±24 89/65 

HAF Human 4.2×104 4.2×104± 
1.1×104 

1.5×103 n.d 175±19 170±10 n.d 

HPA Human 4.2×104 5.3×104± 
1.3×104 1.5×103 n.d 192±18 190±12 n.d 

NHDF Human 4.2×104 5.3×104± 
6.3×103 1.5×103 n.d 150±11 150±6 n.d 

Abbreviations: IC, initial cell number per cm2/well before transduction of 2D/3D cultures; FC, final cell 

number per cm2/well after 3 days post-transduction of 2D/3D cultures; I∅, initial microtissue diameter 

before transduction; F∅, final microtissue diameter after 3 days post- transduction; 2D, monolayer cultures; 

3D, microtissue cultures; n.d, not determined due to difficult microtissue disassociation. 
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Table II. Estimation of transduced cells within the microtissues and determination of specific SAMY 

productivity using transgenic lentiviral particles. 

BHK-21 Cubic lattice a Pd=0.5235 Ideal packed sphereb Pd=0.7405 Rhombododecahedronc Pd=1 
Vcell=(Pd*VM)/Ncell 3.1×103 ± 8.7×102 4.3×103 ± 1.2×103 4.4×103 ± 1.9×103 
∅ cell 18 ± 1.7 20 ± 1.9  26 ± 3.1 
∅ TC 54 ± 5.1  61 ± 5.7  78 ± 9.3  
∅ NTC 148 ± 10.1 135 ± 11.4 100 ± 18.6 
% TC: [1- (V NTC /VM)]*0.7d 0.57 ± 0.1 0.60 ± 0.1 0.67 ± 0.1 
N TC 8.5×102 ± 1×102 9.0×102 ± 8.7×101 1.0×102 ± 3.6 ×101 
Cells ml-1 2.8×104 ± 3.5×103 3.0×104 ± 2.9×103 3.4×104 ± 1.2×103 
Productivity 3D [pg cell-1day-1] 23.6 ± 3.2 22.3 ± 2.3 19.8 ± 0.7 
Productivity 2D [pg cell-1day-1]   1.1 ± 0.1   
CHO-K1 Cubic lattice a Pd=0.5235 Ideal packed sphereb Pd=0.7405 Rhombododecahedronc Pd=1 
Vcell=(Pd*VM)/Ncell 1.1×103 ± 4.8×102 1.6×103 ± 6.9×102 2.1×103 ± 9.3×102 
∅ cell 13 ± 1.9 14 ± 2.1 20 ± 3.0 
∅ TC 38 ± 5.6 43 ± 6.3 61 ± 8.9 
∅ NTC 315 ± 11.2 306 ± 12.5 270 ± 17.7 
% TC: [1- (V NTC /VM)]*0.7d 0.34 ± 0.2 0.37 ± 0.2 0.47 ± 0.1 
N TC 5.0×103 ± 2.5 ×103 5.5×103 ± 2.3×103 7.1×103 ± 1.9×103 
Cells ml-1 1.7×105 ± 8.2×104 1.8×105 ± 7.8×104 2.4×105 ± 6.2×104 
Productivity 3D [pg cell-1day-1] 22.0 ± 5.2 20.1 ± 4.1 15.7 ± 3.4 
Productivity 2D [pg cell-1day-1]   2.8 ± 0.4   
HEK-293T Cubic lattice a Pd=0.5235 Ideal packed sphereb Pd=0.7405 Rhombododecahedronc Pd=1 
Vcell=(Pd*VM)/Ncell 2.0×103± 4.9×102 2.8×103± 6.9×102 3.8×103± 9.3×102 
∅ cell 16 ± 1.3 18 ± 1.4 25 ± 2 
∅ TC 47 ± 3.8 53 ± 4.3 74 ± 6 
∅ NTC 361 ± 7.6 350 ± 8.5 306 ± 12.1 
% TC: [1- (V NTC /VM)]*0.7d 0.35 ± 0.1 0.38 ± 0.1 0.49 ± 0.1 
N TC 4.5×103 ± 1.4×103 5.0×103 ± 1.4×103 6.3×103 ± 1×103 
Cells ml-1 1.5×105 ± 4.8×104 1.7×105 ± 4.5×104 2.1 ×105 ± 3.5×104 
Productivity 3D [pg cell-1day-1] 5.2 ± 2.2  4.7 ± 1.6 3.7 ± 0.7 
Productivity 2D [pg cell-1day-1]   1.5 ± 0.2   
HepG2 Cubic lattice a Pd=0.5235 Ideal packed sphereb Pd=0.7405 Rhombododecahedronc Pd=1 
Vcell=(Pd*VM)/Ncell 6.1×103± 2.8×103 8.7×103 ± 4×103 1.2×104 ± 5.4×103 
∅ cell 23 ± 3.5 25 ± 3.9 36 ± 5.5 
∅ TC 68 ± 10.4 76 ± 11.6 108 ± 16.4 
∅ NTC 219 ± 20.7 202 ± 23.3 139 ± 32.9 
% TC: [1- (V NTC /VM)]*0.7d 0.54 ± 0.1 0.57 ± 0.1 0.66 ± 0.1 
N TC 1.1×103 ± 2.8×102 1.1×103 ± 2.4×102 1.3×103 ± 1.2×102 
Cells ml-1 3.6×104 ± 9.3×103 3.8×104 ± 8×103 4.4×104 ± 4.1×103 
Productivity 3D [pg cell-1day-1] 20.2 ± 5.1 18.9 ± 2.4 16.4 ± 1.7 
Productivity 2D [pg cell-1day-1]   2.1 ± 0.1   
HT-1080 Cubic lattice a Pd=0.5235 Ideal packed sphereb Pd=0.7405 Rhombododecahedronc Pd=1 
Vcell=(Pd*VM)/Ncell 3.2×103 ± 8.9×102 4.5×103 ± 1.3×103 6.1×103 ± 1.7×103 
∅ cell 18 ± 1.7 23 ± 1.9 29 ± 2.7 
∅ TC 55 ± 5.1 68 ± 5.7 87 ± 8 
∅ NTC 150 ± 10.1  124 ± 11.4 86 ± 16.1 
% TC: [1- (V NTC /VM)]*0.7d 0.57 ± 0.1 0.62 ± 0.1 0.67 ± 0.1 
N TC 8.5×102 ± 1×102 9.4×102 ± 8.6×101 1×103 ± 3.5×101 
Cells ml-1 2.8×104 ± 1×102 3.1×104 ± 1×102 3.4×104 ± 1×102 
Productivity 3D [pg cell-1day-1] 9.2 ± 1.2 8.3 ± 0.9 7.7 ± 0.3 
Productivity 2D [pg cell-1day-1]   1.6 ± 0.1   

 

Lentivirus-based transduction technology. For production of replication-

incompetent, self-inactivating lentiviral particles a mixture containing (i) 0.25 M CaCl2 
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(Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium), (ii) 1 µg pLTR-G, encoding the pseudotyping envelope 

protein VSV-G of the vesicular stomatitis virus, (iii) 1 µg of the helper construct 

pCD/NL-BH* and (iv) 1 µg of the gene of interest (GOI)-encoding lentiviral expression 

vector in a final volume of 100 µl was added dropwise into 100 µl 2x HEPES-buffered 

saline (HBS, 280 mM NaCl; 100 mM HEPES 1.5 mM Na2HPO4; pH 7.1) solution and 

transfected after incubation for 15 min into human embryonic kidney cells (HEK-293T). 

Prior to transfection, 2 µl of a 25 mM chloroquine solution (Bode Chemie, Hamburg, 

Germany) were added to the cell culture medium. Following a medium exchange after 6 

h, lentiviral particle production was continued for another 48 h prior to filtration-based 

harvesting of the lentiviral particles from the culture supernatant (0.45µm pore size FP 

030/2 filter; Schleicher & Schuell, Dassel, Germany), to give typical titers of 2 × 107 

virus TU/ml. The following lentivectors were used in this study: (i) pMF364 (5’LTR-ψ+-

oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-SAMY-3’LTRΔU3) 51, (ii) pNL-EGFP-ΔU3 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-

cPPT-RRE-PhCMV-EGFP-3’LTR∆U3) 52, and (iii) pBM44 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-

PhEF1α-SEAP-3’LTRΔU3) 46. (3’LTR, 3’ long terminal repeat; 3’LTR∆U3, enhancer-free 

3’LTR; 5’LTR, 5’ long terminal repeat; cPPT, central polypurine tract; EGFP, enhanced 

green fluorescent protein; oriSV40; simian virus 40-derived origin of replication; PhCMV, 

human cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter; PhEF1α, promoter of the human 

elongation factor 1α;  RRE, Rev response element; SAMY, Bacillus stearothermophilus-

derived secreted α-amylase; SEAP, human placental secreted alkaline phosphatase; ψ+, 

extended lentiviral packaging signal). 

For the comparative analysis of lentiviral particle production in adherent cultures 

and microtissues, HEK-293T monolayer cultures were trypsinized and a single-cell 

suspension of 1×105 cells/ml, in a final volume of 2 ml, was transfected with a mixture 

containing (i) 94 µl DMEM, ii) 6 µl FuGENE6 (Roche Diagnostics AG, Rotkreuz, 

Switzerland), (iii) 25 µM chloroquine, (iv)1 µg pLTR-G, (v) 1 µg helper construct 

pCD/NL-BH* and vi) 1 µg of pBM44 (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-SEAP-

3’LTR∆U3) 46. Transfected cells were seeded at indicated cell densities into the wells of 6-

well (adherent cultures) or 60-well (microtissues) plates. After 72 h, viral particles were 

harvested from the cell culture supernatants. Lentiviral particle titer was determined by 

ELISA-based quantification of the gag-encoded lentiviral capsid protein p24 according to 
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the manufacturer’s protocol (NEK-050, Perkin Elmer, Boston, MA, USA). 6.25 × 103 

CHO-K1 cells/cm2, cultivated in a 6-well plate with 2 ml culture medium, were infected 

with the lentiviral particles, which resulted from monolayer (2D, two-dimensional) and 

3D cultures; SEAP production was quantified after 72 h. 

Transduction of monolayers and microtissues. For comparative analysis of 

recombinant protein production in 2D and 3D cultures, monolayer cultures, cultivated in 

24-well plates containing 0.5 ml culture medium, were transduced with 50 µl and 

microtissues cultivated in hanging drops with 2 µl lentiviral particle-containing 

supernatant. In order to maintain identical growth-arrested cell phenotypes, cell types that 

failed to proliferate in microtissues (BHK-21, HT-1080, HAF, HPA and NHDF) were 

grown to confluence as monolayers prior to transduction. CHO-K1, HEK-293T and 

HepG2, which remained mitotically active when grown in microtissues, were seeded at 

2.1 × 104 cells/cm2 in a 24-well plate and transduced 24 h after seeding. The same 

pMF364-derived lentiviral particle batch was used in all the experiments (virus titer: 

1.4×107 TU/ml). BHK-21, HEK-293T, HepG2, HT-1080, HAF, HPA, NHDF (and CHO-

K1) microtissue cultures were transduced after three days (six days) cultivation in 

hanging drops. Transduction efficiency, i.e. penetration of lentiviral particles into 

monolayer (microtissue) cultures, was analyzed using pNL-EGFP-ΔU3-derived lentiviral 

particles (virus titer: 1×107 TU/mL). To study the influence of neovascularization on the 

overall production capacity of HUVEC-coated NHDF microtissues, 5×103 NHDFs/cm2, 

kept in a 10 cm (diameter) Petri dish containing 5 ml DMEM, were transduced with 

9.7×106 TU/mL of pBM44-derived lentiviral particles before microtissue formation and 

coating. 24 h after transduction 5 ml DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS were added. 

Immunofluorescence-based analysis. Microtissues were washed twice in 

phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS; 150mM NaCl, 6.5mM Na2HPO4 x 2 H2O, 

2.7mM KCl, 1.5 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4; Sigma Chemicals), fixed at room temperature for 

1 h in PBS containing 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, Sigma Chemicals), washed three 

times for 5 min in phosphate buffered Triton X-100 (PBT, PBS containing 0.002% Triton 

X-100; Sigma Chemicals) and permeated for 60 min in PBS containing 0.5% Triton X-

100 53. Primary antibodies, specific for desired proteins, as well as fluorescence-labelled 

secondary antibodies were diluted in 1% BSA-containing Tris-buffered saline (TBS, 
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20 mM Tris base, 155 mM NaCl, 2 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2) and sequentially incubated 

with microtissues for 12 h at 4°C; they were washed three times during this process. 

Finally, the microtissues were washed in PBS and embedded on glass slides using Tris-

buffered glycerol (a 3:7 mixture of 0.1 M Tris-HCl (pH 9.5) and glycerol supplemented 

with 50 mg/ml n-propyl-gallat). Tailored 0.5 mm silicon spacers were used to prevent 

crushing the microtissues between the slide and the cover slip. Immunofluorescence-

based analysis of microtissues required antibodies specific for human von Willebrand 

Factor (F3520; Sigma Chemicals) and platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1 

(PECAM-1; P8590, Clone WM-59; Sigma Chemicals), all of which were visualized 

using Cy3-coupled anti-mouse (Jackson Immunochemicals, West Grove, PA, USA; cat. 

no. 115-165-146) and FITC-coupled anti-rabbit secondary antibodies (ICN 

Pharmaceuticals, Hyland, CA, USA). 

Hematoxylin-Eosin staining. Microtissues were harvested, washed once in PBS 

(Sigma) and fixed for 2h at 4°C in PBS containing 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma). 

Following stepwise dehydratation in ethanol, microtissues were embedded in paraffin 

(Fisher Scientific, Wohlen, Switzerland). Hematoxilin-Eosin staining (Fluka) of 5µm 

microtissue sections was performed as described before 54.  

Microscopy. Confocal images were taken with an inverted fluorescence 

microscope (Leica Microsystems DMIRB/E; Glattbrugg, Switzerland) equipped with a 

20x oil immersion objective, a confocal scanner (Leica TCS SP1) featuring argon and 

helium-neon lasers and a Silicon Graphics workstation (SGI, Schlieren, Switzerland) with 

Imaris 3D multichannel image-processing software installed (Bitplane, Zurich, 

Switzerland) 55. Phase-contrast images, HE staining as well as fluorescence micrographs 

of monolayer cultures were obtained using an inverted microscope (DM-RB, Leica 

Microsystems) equipped with a digital camera (DC300FX, Leica Microsystems) and an 

I3 filter (Omega Optical Inc. Brattleboro, VT, USA). 

Quantification of secreted α-amylase (SAMY) and secreted human placental 

alkaline phosphatase (SEAP). SAMY-containing cell culture supernatants (100 µl) 

were centrifuged at 14,000 x g for 2 min. 25 µl were transferred to an eppendorf tube, 

also containing 500 µl substrate solution (45 mg of blue starch corresponding to one 

Phadebas tablet (Pharmacia Diagnostics, Uppsala, Sweden), dissolved in 4 ml H2O) and 
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incubated for 15 min. at 70°C. The reaction was stopped by adding of 125 µl 0.5M NaOH 

and the sample was centrifuged for 5 min at 14,000 x g before transferring 200 µl 

supernatant to the well of a 96-well plate to quantify absorbance at 620 nm 51. SEAP 

production was analyzed by a p–nitrophenylphosphate-based light absorbance time 

course at 405 nm 51, 56 using the GeniusPro (Tecan Group Ltd., Maennedorf, 

Switzerland). 

Glucose and lactate profiling. Glucose and lactate concentrations in the culture 

medium were analyzed using commercially available enzymatic assays and the protocols 

provided by the supplier (Beckman Coulter, Zurich, Switzerland).  

 Quantitative RT-PCR. Total RNA was isolated with the NucleoSpin RNA II kit 

(Macherey-Nagel, Oensingen, Switzerland) from 2 × 106 CHO-WW162 cells cultivated 

in 2D and 3D cultures according to the manufacture’s protocol. Reverse transcription and 

relative quantification of human placental secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP; Acc. No: 

CS000429; forward primer, 5’-AGGCCCGGGACAGGAA-3’; reverse primer, 5’-

GCCGTCCTTGAGCACATAGC-3’ and a probe labeled with 5’FAM and 3’TAMRA 

dyes, 5’-CCTACACGGTCCTCCTATACGGAAACGG-3’ (Sigma)) mRNA was 

performed in a two-step RT-PCR as describe before 57. 

 

Results 
Specific productivity of SEAP-producing CHO-K1 grown as monolayers or 

microtissues.  

Previous experiments comparing cellular production capacities of monolayer and 

microtissue cultures exemplified that the specific protein productivities of 

cardiomyocytes, assembled in microtissues, were up to six-fold higher than those of 

isogenic monolayer cultures 53. In order to determine whether a three-dimensional 

microenviroment also increases the heterologous protein production capacity of a 

biotechnologically relevant cell line, we assembled a variety of different CHO-K1-

derived cell lines, engineered for constitutive or regulated reporter gene expression in 

microtissues, and compared their production profiles to isogenic monolayer cultures. 

CHO-WW162 cells, transgenic for constitutive SEAP expression (PSV40-SEAP-pA), were 

either assembled for six days in microtissues or grown for 48 h in monolayers and then 
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profiled for SEAP production for two days. Although the microtissue and monolayer 

cultures consisted of similar cell numbers were grown without glucose limitations (Fig. 

1A), microtissues showed up to 30% increase in specific SEAP productivity (Fig. 1B). 

Productivities of monolayer cultures at higher glucose concentration (3.5 g l-1) from day 2 

to day 4 were also measured (1.5 g l-1 of glucose; 0.31 ± 0.01 pg Cell-1 Day-1 and 3.5 g l-1 

glucose; 0.25 ± 0.01 pg Cell-1 Day-1) confirming a non-dependency of the productivity on 

glucose concentration. Additionally, we have quantified by quantitative RT-PCR the 

differences of SEAP productivity at the transcriptional level between both culture types 

(Ct values; 2D, 9.2 ± 0.02 and 3D, 9.0 ± 0.6) showing no significance differences and 

suggesting that the increase of productivity in 3D cultures may take place at the 

translational or secretion level. 

Earlier studies have established an inverse correlation between specific 

productivity and cultivation temperature within a window of 30°C to 37°C 58.  Indeed, the 

specific SEAP productivity of CHO-WW162 monolayer cultures maintained at 30°C was 

1.5-fold higher than to isogenic cultures grown at 37°C. Interestingly, microtissues did 

not respond to low-temperature cultivation (Fig. 1B). Furthermore, specific SEAP 

productivity of microtissues were insensitive to serum withdrawal; microtissues, 

assembled in serum-supplemented FMX-8 medium and then switched to serum-free 

FMX-8 medium, showed no reduction in SEAP productivity, while cell viability 

decreased by only 8%. In contrast, isogenic monolayer cultures exhibited viability and 

productivity decreases of 30% and 35%, respectively (Fig. 1C).  
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Figure 1: Growth characteristics, glucose consumption and SEAP production profiles of CHO-WW162 

engineered for constitutive SEAP expression and cultivated as monolayer (2D) or microtissues (3D). (A) 

Growth profiles (continuous line) and glucose consumption (dotted line) of CHO-WW162, seeded at an 

initial cell concentration of 1 × 104 cells/cm2 and cultivated for 15 days in 2D () and 3D (). (B) Specific 

SEAP productivity of CHO-WW162 2D and 3D populations cultivated at different cultivation 
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temperatures. (C) Specific SEAP productivity of CHO-WW162 2D and 3D populations cultivated in 

serum-supplemented and serum-free media. 

 

CHO-K1 cells, engineered for conditional G1-phase-specific growth arrest, 

showed increased specific productivities 8. In order to assess whether the production 

boost observed for CHO-derived microtissues was associated with reduced proliferation 

of cells in a three-dimensional environment we profiled the production capacities of 

isogenic proliferation-controlled CHO-SS1015 49. CHO-SS1015 harbors a multicistronic 

tetracycline-responsive expression unit encoding the human cyclin-dependent kinase 

inhibitor p27Kip1 along with SEAP. Cultivation of this cell line in tetracycline-free 

medium results in ectopic p27Kip1 and SEAP expression and a p27Kip1-mediated G1-

specific growth arrest 8, 49. Even in a proliferation-controlled cell phenotype, CHO-

SS1015-based microtissues outperformed isogenic monolayers in specific SEAP 

productivity by 40%, suggesting that production increases associated with microtissues 

are intimately linked to crosstalk among cells in a tissue-like microenvironment (Fig. 

2A).  

Since small-molecule-responsive transgene expression is of prime importance for 

future gene therapy and tissue engineering initiatives, we evaluated the production 

capacity of macrolide- 47 and gas-inducible 48 gene regulation systems in microtissue and 

monolayer cultures under full induction. CHO-E1-SEAP1 transgenic for erythromycin-

inducible SEAP expression cassette 47 (Fig. 2B), and AIRCHO-SEAP, engineered for gas-

inducible SEAP expression cassette 48 (Fig. 2C), showed up to 1.5-fold higher specific 

SEAP productivity when cultivated in a microtissue compared to a monolayer format. 
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Figure 2: Specific SEAP productivities of different cell lines grown as monolayer (2D) or microtissue (3D) 

cultures. (A) CHO-SS1015 engineered for coordinated tetracycline- (TET) responsive expression of the 

human cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p27Kip1 and SEAP. Both transgenes are repressed in the presence 

of tetracycline (+TET). In the absence of tetracycline (-TET) SEAP is produced and p27Kip1 expression 

results in a G1-phase-specific growth arrest. (B) CHO-E1-SEAP1 engineered for macrolide-inducible SEAP 

expression and cultivated in 2D/3D in the presence (+EM) and absence (-EM) of erythromycin (EM). (C) 

AIRCHO-SEAP transgenic for gas-inducible SEAP expression was cultivated in 2D/3D in the presence and 

absence of gaseous acetaldehyde (+/- AcAl). 
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Microtissue-based production of lentiviral particles 

Capitalizing on the greater production capacity of microtissues we evaluated the 

performance of 3D-cultivated HEK-293T for production of lentiviral particles. HEK-

293T suspension cultures were co-transfected with lentivector pBM44 (5’LTR-ψ+-

oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhEF1α-SEAP-3’LTRΔU3) and appropriate helper constructs and were 

left to produce pBM44-derived lentiviral particles after seeding for monolayer culture or 

assembly in microtissues. Lentiviral particle production was assessed by quantification of 

gag-encoded lentiviral capsid protein p24. Microtissue-based production of lentiviral 

particles was up to three times higher (Fig. 3A) and CHO-K1 monolayer cultures 

transduced with those lentiviruses resulted in up to 30% higher SEAP expression 

compared to control scenarios using monolayer production cultures (Fig. 3B).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Lentiviral particle production of HEK-293T cultivated as monolayers (2D) or microtissues (3D). 

(A) ELISA-based quantification of the gag-encoded lentiviral capsid protein p24. 1000 pg of the gag-

encoded lentiviral capsid protein p24 are equivalent to 1.2 × 1010 lentiviral particles. (B) SEAP production 

of CHO-K1 transduced in monolayer with pBM44-derived lentiviral particles (transgenic for constitutive 

SEAP production) produced in 2D and 3D cultures.  
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Specific productivity of transduced cell lines and primary cells cultivated as 

monolayers or microtissues with lentiviral particles 

Microtissues and monolayer cultures were transduced with third-generation self-

inactivating lentiviral particles encoding the Bacillus stearothermophilus-derived 

secreted α-amylase (SAMY; pMF364, 5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhCMV-SAMY-

3’LTR∆U3). Primary cells (HAF, HPA and NHDF), HT-1080 and BHK-21 monolayer 

cultures were grown to confluence prior to transduction in order to compare them with 

the proliferation-inert phenotype of these cells in microtissues and provide isogenic 

culture conditions for direct comparison of production performance. CHO-K1, HEK-

293T and HepG2 which proliferate in monolayers and microtissues, were seeded at 

indicated cell densities (Table I) and transduced after 24h. In order to exclude an impact 

of glucose depletion, critical after any three-day culture, SAMY production of cell lines 

was profiled 24h post transduction. All cell types transduced in a microtissue 

configuration showed significantly higher specific SAMY productivities compared to 

isogenic monolayer cultures. For example, the specific productivity of transduced BHK-

21 microtissues outperformed monolayer cultures 18-fold (Fig. 4A). Whereas BHK-21 

was scored as the highest producer cell line in 3D cultures (13.4 ± 1.2 pg Cell-1 Day-1), 

HEK-293T was the poorest of the five cell lines analyzed (1.8 ± 0.05 pg Cell-1 Day-1). 

CHO-K1 and HT-1080 showed a similar four-fold relative increase in specific 

productivity when transduced as microtissues (Fig. 4A). Among the primary cells used in 

this study, human aortic fibroblasts (HAF) and normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDF) 

exhibited a two-fold higher specific productivity in 3D cultures, and human pre-

adipocytes (HPA) showed the highest relative 2D/3D production ratio with a three-fold 

increase (Fig. 4C). Glucose depletion was not observed under any of the aforementioned 

culture conditions (Fig. 4B and D). 
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Figure 4: Quantification of specific SAMY productivity (A, C), glucose consumption and lactate 

production (B, D) of cell lines (A, B) and primary cells (C, D) cultivated as monolayers (2D) or 

microtissues (3D) and transduced by 1.4 × 107 TU/ml of pMF364-derived lentiviral particles (transgenic for 

constitutive SAMY production). Specific SAMY productivities of cell lines were quantified 24h after 

transduction in the absence of glucose limitation. 

 

Penetration of lentiviral particles into microtissues 

To evaluate the transduction efficiency and penetration of lentiviral particles into 

microtissue cultures, CHO-K1 monolayer/microtissues were transduced with pNL-EGFP-

ΔU3- (5’LTR-ψ+-oriSV40-cPPT-RRE-PhCMV-EGFP-3’LTR∆U3) 52 derived lentiviral 

particles. Control fluorescence micrographs showed 70% transduction efficiency in 

monolayer cultures (Fig. 5A). As evidenced by confocal microscopy (Fig. 5B), lentiviral 

particles penetrated microtissues no deeper than three cell layers. Of those three layers 

the outermost cell layer was nearly 90% transduced. The adjoining second layer was 70% 

transduced and the third layer less than 50%. The number of cells per layer was 

calculated assuming 100% packing density of the microtissue which was supported by 

HE staining microtissue sections (Fig. 5C), and compared with 50% (cubic lattice) and 

75% (ideal packed sphere) packed densities 59 (Table II). A rhombododecahedron was 
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used to model the cell geometry within the microtissue assuming 100% packing density. 

This approximation was consistent with the geometry acquired by the cells at maximum 

packing density (Fig. 5C). Using this data as a closer approximation for evaluation of the 

specific productivity of transduced monolayer and microtissue cultures, it is evident  that 

the specific protein productivity of transduced cells in a microtissue is still several orders 

of magnitude higher compared to isogenic monolayer settings (Table II). As each cell 

type may generate different aggregation percentage in micortissue formation, which 

strongly depends on the extracellular matrix production, we used the productivity range 

represented by the three aggregation models (cubic lattice, ideal packing density and 

rhombododecahedron) of table II to accurately determine specific cell productivity in 

microtissues.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Fluorescence microscopy of transduced CHO-K1 cells with pNL-EGFP-ΔU3- derived lentiviral 

particles. Phase-contrast (A) and confocal (B) fluorescence micrographs of EGFP production in monolayer 

(A) and microtissue cultures (B) 72 h after transduction with 1.33 × 107 TU/ml of pNL-EGFP-ΔU3-derived 

lentiviral particles (engineered for constitutive EGFP production). Hematoxylin-eosin staining of CHO-K1 

cells (C). EGFP expression is shown in green. 

 

Vascularization of protein-producing microtissues 

Diffusion limitations in microtissues may compromise their overall production 

capacity. HUVECs, coated onto NHDF spheroids managed VEGF-mediated 

vascularization of microtissues 44. To determine whether vascularization positively 

impacts microtissue-based protein secretion, NHDF monolayer cultures were transduced 

with pBM44-derived lentiviral particles. 48h after transfection, the NHDFs were 

detached and assembled in microtissues (1×104 cells/microtissue), 350 ± 50 µm in 
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diameter, for 48h before the NHDF-derived spheroids were coated with 500 HUVECs 

per microtissue. Control spheroids were coated with an additional NHDF layer (500 

NHDF/microtissue). Coated NHDF-HUVEC and NHDF-NHDF microtissues were 

cultivated for six days to allow vascularization as previously described by 44. Confocal 

microscopy-based analysis revealed a highly branched capillary network in NHDF-

HUVEC transduced-microtissues (Fig. 6A and B). Culture supernatants, collected on 

days 3 and 6 and profiled for SEAP production, showed that vascularized microtissues 

exhibited two-fold higher SEAP production than non-vascularized control spheroids (Fig. 

6C). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6 : SEAP production of normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDF) transduced with 9.6 × 106 TU/ml 

of pBM44-derived lentiviral particles (mediating constitutive SEAP expression) and optionally 
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vascularized by coating with human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs). (A) Confocal fluorescence 

micrographs (A, 3D projection; B, central section) showing HUVEC-based vascularization six days after 

coating of NHDF microtissues with HUVECs. HUVECs were stained for von Willebrand factor (shown in 

green) and for PECAM-1 (CD31; shown in red). (C) SEAP production of NHDF microtissues transduced 

with pBM44-derived lentiviral particles followed by no coating (control), HUVEC coating (+HUVEC) or 

NHDF-based control coating (+NHDF).  

 

Discussion 

Improving specific productivity and product quality of mammalian cell-based 

biopharmaceutical manufacturing processes was one of the priorities of bioengineers 

following approval of the first tPA production process 60-63. Strategies for increasing 

specific productivity of mammalian production cell lines include; (i) genetic engineering 
5, 64, 65, (ii) modification of physical process parameters 10, 66 and (iii) optimization of cell 

culture medium 6, 67, 68. For example, p27Kip1-mediated G1-specific growth arrest and/or 

ectopic expression of the survival gene bcl-xL resulted in up to 30-fold higher specific 

productivity 8, 13, 14, 69, low-temperature cultivation of production cell lines doubled 

specific productivity 58 and addition of specific media, containing rapamycin, boosted 

production by 2-fold 70. 

With an obvious focus on improving overall production and product quality of 

serum-free suspension cultures the production capacity of mammalian cells assembled in 

tissue-like microenvironments has largely remained elusive. However, more information 

on production capacities of tissue-embedded cells may (i) foster advances in operating 

bioreactors at high tissue-like cell densities, (ii) indicate the range of a cell’s utmost 

specific productivity and (iii) increase our understanding of in-vivo transgene expression 

dosing in gene therapy and tissue engineering initiatives. Our rigorous comparative 

production profiling of isogenic monolayer and microtissue cultures revealed unmatched 

performance levels of transgenic cell lines assembled in microtissues in every 

configuration. Specific productivities of CHO-WW162, transgenic for constitutive SEAP 

production and CHO-SS1015, engineered for p27Kip1-mediated G1-specific growth arrest, 

outperformed classic monolayer cultures up to 1.5-fold. Since these production values 

were based on SEAP quantification in the culture supernatant the actual specific 

productivity may be even higher due to diffusion limitations of microtissues, which may 
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compromise SEAP release from core cell layers 71. The observation that vascularized 

microtissues exhibited two-fold higher production compared to non-vascularized control 

microtissues supports this notion. Furthermore, increased SEAP production of 

vascularized microtissues exemplifies that HUVEC-based microvessels are functional 

hollow structures able to connect the microtissue core to the extra-microtissue 

environment.  

Microtissues produce not only heterologous proteins at higher levels, but also 

supra-molecular structures such as lentiviral particles. Intuitively, it comes as no surprise 

that viruses, which evolved for optimal reproduction in tissues, show higher particle 

production in microtissues. However, this observation should be considered on the eve of 

producing transgenic lentiviral particles for gene therapy trials 22, 72. Another clinically 

relevant fact is the limited penetration of VSV-G-pseudotyped lentiviral particles into 

microtissues. Lentiviral particles transduced only three peripheral cell layers of 

microtissues, which will favour local rather than systemic applications in future gene 

therapy scenarios 22.  

Mammalian cells, cultivated in a tissue-like format, show specific phenotypes 

associated with particular cell-cell crosstalk, production of an extracellular matrix (ECM) 
41, differentiation of morphological and biochemical properties and assembly of supra-

cellular secretory capabilities 73-75. Our study confirmed that cells derived from endocrine 

tissues such as kidney (BHK-21 and HEK- 293T), liver (HepG2) and adipose tissues 

(HPA) showed higher secretory capacities when assembled in a microtissue format. 

Furthermore, previous studies have exemplified that HepG2-derived microtissues 

adopted liver-like morphologic polarization and production of liver-specific enzyme sets, 

the expression of which was not observed in isogenic HepG2 monolayer cultures 50, 76.  

 3D cultures differed from their 2D counterparts not only in specific tissue 

functionality, but also in their metabolic activity. In contrast to monolayer cultures, cells 

assembled within microtissues typically show lower proliferation and metabolic rates, 

diminished oxygen and glucose consumption, decreased ATP-ADP conversion and 

reduced glycolysis fluxes 77-82. Proliferation-controlled monolayer cultures, by 

upregulation of the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p27Kip1 8, 14, 69, mimic cell arrest 

within microtissues to a great extent 77, 83, 84. However, the observation that a production 
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difference remains between proliferation-controlled cells cultivated as monolayers and 

microtissues suggests that additional parameters are at work to increase specific 

productivity in microtissues. Synergistic combination of (i) reduced proliferation and 

metabolic activities, (ii) molecular community crosstalk and (iii) specialized morphologic 

superstructures may result in optimal cell survival and metabolic energy conversion, 

which will ultimately impinge on specific productivity profiles 30, 85. Furthermore, 

analyses of the human placental secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) mRNA level 

shows no differences between 2D and 3D cultures suggesting that an increase production 

rate of 3D cultures may take place at the translational or secretion level. Previous 

comparisons at the transcriptional level between 2D and 3D cultures 83 show an 

upregulation in 3D cultures from Rab GTPase, which can facilitate protein transport and 

membrane traffic 86, and from genes related to protein processing as the translation 

initiation factor 2B (eIF2B) 87.  

 A detailed molecular understanding of production discrepancies between 

monolayer and microtissue cultures will help shape tomorrow’s biopharmaceutical 

manufacturing processes, operating at the cell’s production limit, facilitate the design of 

tissue replacements and enable therapeutic transgene expression levels required for future 

gene therapy initiatives. 
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 Three-dimensional (3D) cultures have been shown to reproduce chemical and 

molecular gradients, which are relevant in differentiation, cell fate, organ development, 

signal transduction and other biological processes. The metabolism and gene expression 

patterns of cells expanded in two-dimensional (2D) cultures are frequently altered, and 

such standard cultures can significantly reduce production of the ECM and create 

morphological changes which affect cell sensitivity (non-optimal orientation of the 

receptors), cell communication and thus cell functionality 1. Therefore is not surprising 

the need to move in vitro cell experimentation into 3D cultures, which more authentically 

represent a cell’s environment, in order to create more predictive studies prior to in vivo 

assays. Attempts in cultivating cells in 3D structures have expanded the science of 

material design. However cells attached to microfibers are still strictly considered as 2D 

environments. More accurate 3D environments require scaffold fibers and pores smaller 

than the cells. But, although they do have the right scale, cells expanded in such 

biomaterials make it difficult for controlled studies.  

 Artificial microtissues produced by the hanging drop technique have been 

demonstrated as an advantageous alternative to scaffold 3D cell culture systems for gene-

function assays prior to in vivo assays. Thus, suggesting the impeding adaptation of 

scaffold-free in the research, development and production areas of biopharmaceutical 

industries. This work sought to provide examples of novel applications of artificial 

microtissues in physiological assays, transdifferentiation studies and productivity yields. 

 The ability to engineer and regulate tissue electrophysiology will facilitate great 

advances in the understanding of cardiac cell behavior and in the development of novel 

therapies to treat cardiac contractility disorders. Myocardial microtissues cultivated onto 

CMOS-based high-density microelectrode arrays provide a system to determine in real 

time cardiac functionality for; (i) pre-clinical and experimental electrophysiology tests, 

(ii) novel gene-function studies with potential therapeutic effect and (iii) as a pre-

implantation quality control. In particular, BMP-2 gene expression was demonstrated to 

restore cardiac contractility of myocardial microtissues and contraction rhythm. 

Therefore BMP-2 might represent a therapeutic molecule for the recovery of 

cardiomyocyte function when cardiac contractility is the cause of reduced heart function. 
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Myocardial microtissues genetically engineered for regulable BMP-2 expression present 

an opportunity for in vivo transplantation of a biological pacemaker-like device, which 

responds to external signals in order to control cardiac electrical activity.  

 The ability to engineer cell fate using 3D cell culture models will foster important 

advances in the understanding of developmental processes and age-related diseases, and 

in regenerative therapies. Adipose-like microtissues were here demonstrated to be an 

excellent model to study differentiation and transdifferentiation processes at the 

molecular and cellular levels. ECM characterization in 3D cultures was required for in-

depth study of functional and morphogenetic tissue-specific properties. Transduction with 

ΔFosB induced partially de-differentiation of mature adipocytes enabling the conversion 

of the ECM into a bone-like matrix, thus presenting ΔFosB as a potential molecule to 

treat osteoporosis and a novel pathway for transdifferentiation processes. Importantly, 

three-dimensional cultures provided a superior ex vivo system for the improved 

characterization of phenotypical and functional alterations resulting from interventions 

directed toward differentiation processes.  

 Improving specific productivity and product quality of mammalian cell-based 

manufacturing processes is one of the priorities of the biopharmaceutical industry. 

Mammalian cells cultivated in tissue-like format showed higher secretory capacities than 

cells cultivated on standard tissue culture plates. This suggests a synergistic combination 

of reduced proliferation and metabolic activities, molecular community crosstalk and 

specialized morphologic superstructures, which resulted in optimal cell survival and 

metabolic energy conversion, thus affecting specific productivity profiles. Microtissues 

also produce at higher levels supra-molecular structures such as lentiviral particles. 

Production capacities of tissue-embedded cells will (i) enable advances in operating 

bioreactors at high tissue-like cell densities, (ii) indicate the range of cell’s utmost 

specific productivity and (iii) increase the understanding of in-vivo transgene expression 

in gene therapy and tissue engineering initiatives.   

 Overall, we demonstrated that artificial scaffold-free microtissues provide a tool 

for in vitro cell-based studies, which could be introduced as a standard cell culture 

technology in molecular and cellular laboratories for the investigation, screening and 

production of potent therapeutic molecules.  
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 Potential additional applications of artificial microtissues in cell-based studies 

would be the study of cell type to cell type interaction/influence in cell physiology and 

cell fate. For instance, the electrophysiological influence of endothelial cells for future 

cardiac regeneration therapies. Endothelial cells are known to influence cardiac 

development but also cardiomyocyte function and survival, and in the normal 

myocardium they surround cardiomyocytes 2. In addition, cell fate influence of 

chondrocytes in adipose transdifferentiation to bone. Chondrocytes are known to 

enhanced osteogenic differentiation by production of morphogenetic signals 3, 4. As 

mentioned in the thesis, adipose-like microtissues could represent a closer in vivo model 

for the study and the screening of drugs to treat obesity-related diseases. For example, 

increasing the sensitivity of adipose tissue to insulin in order to treat type II diabetes 5 or 

prevention of adipocyte differentiation/growth as a target for obesity 6, 7. Another topic of 

interest would be to model bone tissue by co-culturing osteoblasts with endothelial cells 

and fibroblasts as a drug-screening model for bone-related diseases or to further tissue 

transplant for wound healing. Finally, microtissues formed by high producers cell lines 

(BHK-21 showed a higher productivity growing as aggregates) cultured in high-density 

bioreactors, such as flow perfusion bioreactor, could optimize productivity and reduce 

cell death 8. Therefore in order to up-scaled microtissue cultures and to perform high-

throughput screening techniques an automatic system for microtissue production would 

be essential.  
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